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1
Preface
The first months of the year 2020 were characterised worldwide by a
single nightmare: Corona. Dreadful images took wing from China,
then from Italy, followed by other countries. Projections on how many
countless deaths would occur were coupled with pictures of panic
buying and empty supermarket shelves. The media in everyday life
was driven by Corona, morning, noon and night for weeks on end.
Draconian quarantine measures were established all over the world.
When you stepped outside, you found yourself in a surreal world –
not a soul to be seen, but instead empty streets, empty cities, empty
beaches. Civil rights were restricted as never before since the end of
the Second World War. The collapse of social life and the economy
were generally accepted as being inevitable. Was the country under
threat of such a dreadful danger to justify these measures? Had the
benefits that could possibly be gained by these measures been
adequately weighed against the subsequent collateral damage that
might also be expected? Is the current plan to develop a global
vaccination programme realistic and scientifically sound?
Our original book was written for the public in our country and this
translated version is tilted toward the German narrative. However,
global developments have advanced along similar lines, so that the
basic arguments hold. We have replaced a number of local events in
favour of pressing new issues regarding the question of immunity
and the postulated need for development of vaccines against the
virus.
The intent of this book is to provide readers with facts and
background information, so that they will be able to arrive at their

own conclusions. Statements in the book should be regarded as the
authors’ opinions that we submit for your scrutiny. Criticism and
dissent are welcome. In scientific discussions, postulation of any
thesis should also invite antitheses, so that finally the synthesis may
resolve potential disagreement and enable us to advance in the
interest of mankind. We do not expect all readers to share our points
of view. But we do hope to ignite an open and much needed
discussion, to the benefit of all citizens of this deeply troubled world.

How everything started
In December of 2019, a large number of respiratory illnesses were
recorded in Wuhan, a city with about 10 million inhabitants. The
patients were found to be infected with a novel coronavirus, which
was later given the name SARS-CoV-2. The respiratory disease
caused by SARS-CoV-2 was designated COVID-19. In China, the
outbreak evolved into an epidemic in January 2020, rapidly
spreading around the globe(1,2,3).

Coronaviruses: the basics
Coronaviruses co-exist with humans and animals worldwide, and
continuously undergo genetic mutation so that countless variants are
generated(4,5). “Normal” coronaviruses are responsible for 10–20%
of respiratory infections and generate symptoms of the common
cold. Many infected individuals remain asymptomatic(6). Others
experience mild symptoms such as unproductive cough, whilst some
additionally develop fever and joint pains. Severe illness occurs
mainly in the elderly and can take a fatal course, particularly in
patients with pre-existing illnesses, especially of heart and lung.
Thus, even “harmless” coronaviruses can be associated with case
fatality rates of 8% when they gain entry to nursing homes(7). Still,
due to their marginal clinical significance, costly measures for
diagnosing coronavirus infections are seldom undertaken, searches

for antiviral agents have not been prioritised, and vaccine
development has not been subject to serious discussion.
Only two members of the coronavirus family reached world
headlines in the past.
SARS virus (official name: SARS-CoV) entered the stage in 2003.
This variant caused severe respiratory illness with a high fatality rate
of approximately 10%. Fortunately, the virus turned out not to be
highly contagious, and its spread could be contained by conventional
isolation measures. Only 774 deaths were registered worldwide(8,9).
Despite this manageable danger, fear of SARS led to a worldwide
economic loss of 40 billion US dollars(8). Coronaviruses
subsequently faded into the background. A new variant, MERS-CoV,
emerged in the Middle East in 2012 and caused life-threatening
disease with an even higher fatality rate of more than 30%. But
contagiousness of the virus was also low and the epidemic was
rapidly brought under control(10).

China: the dread threat emerges
When the news came from China that a new coronavirus family
member had appeared on stage, the most pressing question was:
would it be harmless like its “normal” relatives or would it be SARSlike and highly dangerous? Or worse still: highly dangerous and
highly contagious?
First reports and disturbing scenes from China caused the worst
to be feared. The virus spread rapidly and with apparent deadly
efficacy. China resorted to drastic measures. Wuhan and five other
cities were encircled by the army and completely isolated from the
outside world.
At the end of the epidemic, official statistics reported about
83,000 infected people and fewer than 5,000 fatalities(11), an
infinitesimally small number in a country with 1.4 billion inhabitants.
Either the lockdown worked or the new virus was not so dangerous
after all. Whatever the case, China became the shining example on
how we could overcome SARS-CoV-2.

More disturbing news then came from northern Italy. Striking
swiftly, the virus left countless dead in its wake. Media coverage
likened the situation to “war-like conditions”(12). What was not
reported was that in other parts of Italy, and also in most other
countries, the “fatality rate” of COVID-19 was considerably
lower(13,14).
Could it be that the intrinsic deadliness of one and the same virus
varied, depending on the country and region it invaded? Not very
likely, it seemed.
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How dangerous is the new “killer”
virus?
Compared to conventional coronaviruses
Gauging the true threat that the virus posed was initially impossible.
Right from the beginning, the media and politicians spread a
distorted and misleading picture based on fundamental flaws in data
acquisition and especially on medically incorrect definitions laid
down by the World Health Organization (WHO). Each positive
laboratory test for the virus was to be reported as a COVID-19 case,
irrespective of clinical presentation(15). This definition represented an
unforgiveable breach of a first rule in infectiology: the necessity to
differentiate between “infection” (invasion and multiplication of an
agent in the host) and “infectious disease” (infection with ensuing
illness). COVID-19 is the designation for severe illness that occurs
only in about 10% of infected individuals(16), but because of incorrect
designation, the number of “cases” surged and the virus vaulted to
the top of the list of existential threats to the world.
Another serious mistake was that every deceased person who
had tested positive for the virus entered the official records as a
coronavirus victim. This method of reporting violated all international
medical guidelines(17). The absurdity of giving COVID-19 as the
cause of death in a patient who dies of cancer needs no comment.
Correlation does not imply causation. This was causal fallacy that
was destined to drive the world into a catastrophe. Truth surrounding

the virus remained enshrouded in a tangle of rumours, myths and
beliefs.
A French study, published on March 19, brought first light into the
darkness(6). Two cohorts of approximately 8,000 patients with
respiratory disease were grouped according to whether they were
carrying everyday coronaviruses or SARS-CoV-2. Deaths in each
group were registered over two months. However, the number of
fatalities did not significantly differ in the two groups and the
conclusion followed that the danger of “COVID-19” was probably
overestimated. In a subsequent study, the same team compared the
mortality associated with diagnosis of respiratory viruses during the
colder months of 2018–2019 and 2019–2020 (week 47-week 14) in
southeastern France. Overall, the proportion of respiratory virusassociated deaths among hospitalised patients was not significantly
higher in 2019–2020 than the year before(18). Thus, addition of
SARS-CoV-2 to the spectrum of viral pathogens did not affect overall
mortality in patients with respiratory disease.

Regarding the number of deaths
How can the aforementioned be reconciled with the official reports of
the horrifying number of COVID-19 deaths? Two numbers must be
known if the danger of a virus is to be assessed: the number of
infections and the number of deaths.
How many were infected by the new virus?
Attempts to answer this question were beset by three problems:
1. How reliable was the test for virus detection?
The virus is present in the nasopharynx for approximately two
weeks, during which time it can be detected. How is this done? Viral
RNA is transcribed into DNA and quantified by the so-called
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The first assay for the new
coronavirus was developed under guidance of Professor Christian

Drosten, Head of the Institute for Virology at the Charité Berlin. This
test was used worldwide in the initial months of the outbreak(19).
Tests from other laboratories followed(20).
Diagnostic PCR tests must normally undergo stringent quality
assessment and be approved by regulatory agencies before use.
This is important because no laboratory test can ever give 100%
correct results. The quality control requirements were essentially
shelved in the case of SARS-CoV-2 because of declared
international urgency. Consequently, nothing was really known
regarding test reliability, specificity and sensitivity. In essence, these
parameters give an indication of how many false-positive or falsenegative results should be expected. The test protocol from the
Drosten laboratory were used worldwide, and test results played a
key role in political decision-making. Yet, data interpretation was
often largely a matter of belief. What did Drosten himself say on
Twitter(21)?
Sure: Towards the end of the illness the PCR is sometimes positive and
sometimes negative. Here, chance plays a role. When you test a patient twice as
negative and discharge him as cured, it is indeed possible that you can have
positive test results again at home. But this is still far from being a re-infection.

Several physician colleagues have informed us of similar haphazard
results with patients who had been tested repeatedly during their
hospitalisation. Is it particularly surprising that goats and papayas
tested positive for the virus in Tanzania? The criticism by the
President of Tanzania regarding the unreliability of the test kits was
of course immediately dismissed by the WHO(22).
But today it is perfectly clear that the test result is error-prone, as
is every PCR(23,24). How much so, and whether there are significant
differences among the presently available tests, cannot be
determined because of lack of data.
So let us assume that the PCR test is incredibly good and
produces 99.5% correct results. That sounds, and would indeed be,
exceptional – it means that one can expect only 0.5% false-positives.
Now take the cruise ship “Mein Schiff 3”. After a crew member had
tested positive for the virus, almost 2,900 people from 73 countries

were forced into “ship quarantine”. Many had been on board for nine
months. Complaints reached the outside world about the “prison-like”
conditions, psychological problems abounded and nerves were
frayed(25).
Nine positive cases were reported after testing was completed.
One person who tested positive had a cough, the other eight were
without symptoms. Might they have belonged to the 0.5% falsepositive cases, as perhaps the very first case had been? Where
were the true-positives that must theoretically have been there?
Were they possibly tested as false-negatives or were all positive
tests false?
In the context of false results, we should consider the following:
when the epidemic subsided (in Germany, in mid-April,) PCR testing
became a dangerous source of misinformation because numbers of
new cases were derived from the “background noise” of falsepositive results. When all 7,500 employees of the Charité Berlin (one
of Europe’s largest university hospitals) were tested from April 7 to
April 21, 0.33% were positive(26). True or false?
When positive test rates drop below a certain limit, it is senseless
to continue mass screening for the virus in non-symptomatic
individuals. And use of numbers acquired under these circumstances
as a reason for implementing any measures should not be tolerated.
2. Selective or representative? Who was tested?
There is only one way to approximate how many people are infected
during an epidemic with an agent that causes high numbers of
unnoticed infections: at sites of an outbreak, the population must be
tested as extensively as possible. But scientists who called for this
during the coronavirus epidemic(27,28) were ignored.
Instead, the Robert Koch Institute (RKI), the German federal
government agency and research institute for disease control,
stipulated at the beginning that only selective testing should be
carried out – exactly the opposite of what should have happened.
And as the epidemic ran its course, the RKI stepwise altered the
testing strategy – always in the diametrically wrong direction(29).

At first, only people who had been in a high-risk area and/or had
been in contact with an infected person and also presented with flulike symptoms were to be tested. At the end of March, the RKI then
changed the recommended test criteria to: flu-like symptoms and, at
the same time, contact with an infected person. At the beginning of
May, the President of the RKI, Professor Lothar Wieler, announced
people with even “the slightest symptoms” should be tested(29).
The responsibility for translating these dubious decisions into
action lay entirely within the hands of the local health authorities. A
co-worker at our lab was a typical example: the coach of her
handball team was coronavirus positive. The players – all from
different administrative districts – were sent home on 14-day
quarantine. One player developed symptoms with coughing and
hoarseness and wanted to get tested but was refused on the
grounds that she had no fever. A player from a neighbouring district
had no symptoms but the local health authority ordered a test
despite this fact.
This resulted in chaos, caused by the appalling ineptitude of the
authorities from top to bottom. What would have been urgently
needed instead were scientifically sound studies to clarify basic
issues of virus dissemination. As many as possible should have
been tested in outbreak areas. Antibody responses in those that had
tested positively could have subsequently been assessed.
Only a single such study addressing these questions was
undertaken in Germany: the Heinsberg investigation conducted by
Professor Hendrik Streeck, Director of the Institute for Virology at the
University of Bonn. Aware of the importance of the preliminary data,
these were presented at a press conference – where Streeck was
torn apart by the disbelieving media(30,31). The fatality rate was
ridiculed as being impossible because it was ten times lower than
what acknowledged experts and the WHO had been spreading as
established facts. After completion of the study, final results
essentially confirming the preliminary report were again presented,
and again deemed by the media to be flawed and inconclusive. But

the results of the study spoke for themselves(32) – and they
contradicted the panic propaganda of the media.
3. The number of conducted tests directly influences infection
statistics
A third factor added to the statistical mess. Imagine that you wanted
to count the number of a migratory bird species in a large lake
district. There are hundreds of thousands but your counting device
can only count 5,000 per day. Next day, you ask a colleague to help,
and together you arrive at 10,000 counts. The day after that, two
more colleagues join in and 20,000 birds are counted. In short, the
higher the testing capacity/number of tests, the higher the numbers –
as long as innumerable unidentified cases abound, as with SARSCoV-2(16,32–36). The more tests are performed, the more COVID-19
cases are found during the epidemic. This is the essence of a
“laboratory-created pandemic”.
Now recall that the test has neither 100% specificity nor 100%
sensitivity – meaning that occasionally you would mistake a log for a
bird. Therefore, even after all our birds have long since moved on,
you would still “find” many by just performing a sufficient number of
tests.
In conclusion, no reliable data existed regarding the true numbers
of infection at any stage of the epidemic in this country. At the peak
of the epidemic, the official numbers must have been gross
underestimates – in the order of 10 or even more. At its wane at the
end of April in Germany, the numbers must also have been gross
overestimates.
Basing any political decisions on official numbers at any stage
was fallacy.
How many deaths did SARS-CoV-2 infections claim?
Here, again, we have the dilemma of definition: what is a
“coronavirus death”?

If I drive to the hospital to be tested and later have a fatal car
accident – just as my positive test results are returned – I become a
coronavirus death. If I am diagnosed positive for coronavirus and
jump off the balcony in shock, I also become a coronavirus death.
The same is true for a sudden stroke, etc. As openly declared by RKI
president Wieler, every individual with a positive test result at the
time of death is entered into the statistics. The first “coronavirus
death” in the northernmost state of Germany, Schleswig-Holstein,
occurred in a palliative ward, where a patient with terminal
oesophageal cancer was seeking peace before embarking on his
last journey. A swab was taken just before his demise that was
returned positive – after his death(37). He might equally well have
been positive for other viruses such as rhino-, adeno- or influenza
virus – if they had been tested for.
This particular case did not need more testing or a post-mortem
to determine the actual cause of death.
However, with the emergence of a new and possibly dangerous
infectious disease, autopsies should be undertaken in cases of doubt
to clarify the actual cause of death. Only one pathologist ventured to
fulfil this task in Germany. Against the specific advice of the RKI,
Professor Klaus Püschel, Director of the Institute of Forensic
Medicine, Hamburg University, performed autopsies on all
“coronavirus victims” and found that not one had been healthy(38).
Most had suffered from several pre-existing conditions. One in two
suffered from coronary heart disease. Other frequent ailments were
hypertension, atherosclerosis, obesity, diabetes, cancer, lung and
kidney disease and liver cirrhosis(39).
The same occurred elsewhere. Swiss pathologist Professor
Alexander Tzankov reported that many victims had suffered from
hypertension, most were overweight, two thirds had heart problems
and one third had diabetes(40). The Italian Ministry of Health reported
that 96% of COVID-19 hospital deaths had been patients with at
least one severe underlying illness. Almost 50% had three or more
pre-existing conditions(41).

Interestingly, Püschel found lung embolisms in every third
patient(39). Pulmonary embolisms usually arise through detachment
of blood clots in deep veins of the leg that are swept into the lungs.
Clots typically form when blood flow sags in the legs, as when the
elderly spend the day seated and inactive. A high frequency of lung
embolisms was already described in deceased influenza patients 50
years ago(42). Thus, we are not on the verge of discovering a unique
property of SARS-Cov-2 that would heighten its threat, but we do
bear witness to the absurd situation where the elderly seek to protect
themselves by obeying the chant that sounds around the world:
“Stay at home”. Physical inactivity is pre-programmed, thromboses
included? Swedish epidemiologist Professor Johann Giesecke
recommended exactly the opposite: As much fresh air and activity as
possible. The man knows his job!
The number of genuine COVID-19 fatalities remained unknown
outside Hamburg. The situation was no better in other countries.
Professor Walter Riccardi, adviser to the Italian Ministry of Health,
stated in a March interview with “The Telegraph” that 88% of the
Italian “coronavirus deaths” had not been due to the virus(43).
The problem with coronavirus death counts is such that the
numbers can be viewed as nothing other than gross
overestimates(44). In Belgium, not only fatalities with a positive
COVID-19 test entered the ranks but also those where COVID-19
was simply suspected(45).
Scientific competence did not seem to rule the agenda of
Germany’s RKI. Fortunately, there are scientists who stand out in
contrast. Stanford Professor John Ioannidis is one of the eminent
epidemiologists of our times. When it became clear that the epidemic
in Europe was nearing its end, he showed how the officially reported
numbers of “coronavirus deaths” could be used to calculate the
absolute risk of dying from COVID-19(46).
The risk for a person under 65 years in Germany was about as
high as a daily drive of 24 kilometres. The risk was low even for the
elderly ≥ 80 with 10 “coronavirus deaths” per 10,000 ≥ 80-year olds
in Germany (column at the far right).

Calculation of this number is simple. About 8.5 million citizens are
≥ 80 years in Germany. About 8,500 “coronavirus deaths” were
recorded in this age group. This leads to an absolute risk of
coronavirus death of 10 per 10,000 ≥ 80 year-olds. Now realise that
every year about 1,200 of 10,000 ≥ 80-year olds die in Germany
(black column, data from the Federal Office of Statistics). Nearly half
of them due to cardiovascular diseases (CVD), almost a third from
cancer and around 10% (over 100) owing to respiratory infections.
The latter have always been caused by a multitude of pathogens
including the coronavirus family. It is obvious that a new member has
now joined the club, and that SARS-CoV-2 cannot be assigned any
special role as a “killer virus”.

This is underlined by another observation. Severe respiratory
infections are registered by the RKI in the context of influenza
surveillance. The vertical line marks the time when documentation of
SARS-CoV-2 infections was started. Was there ever any indication
for an increase in the number of respiratory infections(47)? No, the
2019/20 winter peak is followed by typical seasonal decline. And
note that the lockdown (red arrow) was implemented when the curve
had almost reached base level.

Source: Homepage RKI (Fig. 1), https://grippeweb.rki.de/

How does the new coronavirus compare with influenza
viruses?
The WHO warned the world that the COVID-19 virus was much
more infectious, that the illness could take a very serious course,
and that no vaccine or medication was available.
The WHO abstained from explaining that truly effective
medication hardly exists against any viral disease and that
vaccination against seasonal flu is increasingly recognised as being
ineffective or even counterproductive. Furthermore, the WHO
disregarded two points that needed to first be addressed before any
valid comparison of the viruses could be undertaken.
How many people die of COVID-19 compared with influenza?
The WHO claimed that 3–4% of COVID-19 patients would die, which
by far exceeded the fatality rate of annual influenza(48).

This is important enough to call for a closer look. Influenza
viruses pass wave-like through the population. The waves can be
small in one year and high in another. Case fatality rates are 0.1% to
0.2% during a normal flu season in Germany(49), which translates to
several hundreds of deaths. In contrast, there were approximately
30,000 influenza-related deaths in the 1995/1996 season(50) and
approximately 15,000 deaths in 2002/2003 and 2004/2005.
The RKI estimates that the last great flu epidemic of 2017/2018
claimed 25,000 lives(51). With 330,000 reported cases, the fatality
rate would be ~8%(52). As in all previous years, Germany weathered
this epidemic without implementing any unusual measures.
The WHO estimates that there are 290,000–650,000 flu deaths
each year(53).
Now turn to COVID-19. In May, the RKI calculated that 170,000
infections with 7,000 coronavirus deaths equals a 4% case fatality
rate – as predicted by the WHO! Conclusion: COVID-19 is really ten
times more dangerous than seasonal flu(54).
However, the number of infections was at least ten times higher
because most mild and asymptomatic cases had not been sought
and detected(55–59). This would bring us to a much more realistic
fatality rate of 0.4%. Moreover, the number of “true” COVID-19
deaths was lower because many or most had died of causes other
than the virus. Further correction of the number brings us to a rough
estimate of 0.1% – 0.3%, which is in the range of moderate flu. This
tallies well with the results of Professor Streeck, who arrived at an
estimate of 0.24% – 0.26% based on the data of his Heinsberg
study. The average age of the deceased who tested positive was
around 81 years(32).
The conclusion that COVID-19 is comparable to seasonal flu has
been reached by many investigators in other countries. In an
analysis of several studies, Ioannidis showed that, contingent on
local factors and statistical methodology, the median infection fatality
rate was 0.27%(60). Many other investigators arrived at similar
conclusions. All studies to date thus clearly show that SARS-CoV-2
is not a real “killer virus”(61–71).

Flu and COVID-19: who are the vulnerable?
Influenza viruses are dangerous mainly to individuals of ≥ 60 years
but can sometimes also cause fatal infections in younger people.
A salient feature of the virus is that after its multiplication and
release, it induces the infected host cell to commit suicide. This is a
major predisposing factor for bacterial super-infections(72), which
were the major cause of death during the Spanish flu.
In contrast, coronaviruses are inherently less destructive. Patients
show characteristic changes in their lungs, but whether the virus is
deadly or not depends less on the virus and more on the patient’s
overall state of health. Time and again, press reports appear on
“completely healthy” young people who nonetheless were carried off
by the virus. We do not know of a single case where it did not turn
out afterwards that the person had not been “completely healthy”,
but rather had suffered for years from hypertension, diabetes or
other illnesses that had gone undetected.
Sensational news: 103 year-old Italian woman recovers from
COVID-19(73)! In fact, she was not the only old lady who survived the
infection without problems. Most actually did(74). The record is held
by a 113 year-old Spanish woman(75).
Although the median age of the deceased is over 80 in Germany
and other countries(41,76–78), age per se is not the decisive criterion.
People without severe pre-existing illness need fear the virus no
more than young people. As we know from Püschel’s and many
other reports, SARS-CoV-2 is almost always the last straw that
breaks the camel’s back. While this is certainly sad for the family and
loved ones, it is still no reason to assign the virus any heightened
role. We need to keep in mind that every year, millions die of
respiratory tract infections, with a whole spectrum of bacterial and
viral agents playing causal roles.
One must not forget that the true cause of a death is the disease
or condition that triggers the lethal chain of events. If someone
suffering from severe emphysema or end-stage cancer contacts fatal
pneumonia, the cause of death is still emphysema or cancer(79,80).

This basic rule is simply ignored in times of coronavirus. Even
worse – once tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, (even falsely) – an
individual can remain marked as a COVID-19 victim for life,
depending on the inclination of the responsible authority(81,82). Then,
irrespective of when and why death occurs, he or she will enter the
COVID-19 death register.
Thus, the number of coronavirus deaths will continue to soar
incessantly. Fear in the general populace is further fuelled by reports
that SARS-CoV-2 is much more dangerous than the flu because it
attacks many different organs with probable long-term
consequences. Newspaper reports and publications abound that the
virus can be found in the heart, liver, and kidneys(83). It may even
find its way to our central nervous system?!
Such headlines sound terrifying. However, obtaining positive RTPCR results for SARS-CoV-2 in organs other than the lung is nothing
surprising. The virus uses receptors to enter our cells that are not
only on the surface of lung cells. But two issues are of decisive
importance: the actual viral load and the question of whether the
viruses cause any damage. The highest SARS-CoV-2
concentrations have been found in the lungs of patients – as is to be
expected. Traces of the virus have been detected in other organs(83).
Most probably, they bear no relevance. Until scientific evidence to
the contrary is available, the findings must be left for what they are:
trivial observations.
Is there a difference with the flu? No. It has been known for years
that influenza can affect the heart and other organs(84,85). All
respiratory viruses can find their way to the central nervous
system(86). There is no basic difference with SARS-CoV-2. Once in a
while, patients may suffer from long-term consequences. This
applies to all viral diseases, and they are exceptions. It is the
exception that proves the rule.
What do we learn from all of this? COVID-19 is a disease that
makes some people sick, proves fatal to a few, and does nothing to
the rest. Like any annual flu.

Of course, it was always necessary to take special care not to
bring these agents to elderly persons with pre-existing illnesses.
When you feel unwell, refrain from visiting grandma and grandpa,
especially if they are suffering from a heart condition or lung disease.
And whoever has the flu will stay at home anyway. That is how
everything has been and how everything should continue.
The fact that SARS-CoV-2 does not constitute a public danger
and that the infection often runs its course without symptoms might
have one disadvantage. Perhaps asymptomatic people are
contagious and unknowingly pass the virus on to others. This fear
originated from a publication co-authored and widely publicised by
Drosten, in which it was reported that the Chinese businesswoman
who infected an automotive supplier’s staff member during a visit to
Bavaria displayed no symptoms herself(87). This publication caused
a worldwide sensation with expected effects, for a deadly virus that
could be transmitted by healthy individuals was akin to a swift and
invisible killer. This fear became the driving force behind many
extreme preventive measures – from visiting bans for hospitalised
patients all the way to obligatory mask-wearing.
In the midst of general panic, a very important fact escaped
general attention. The major statement of the publication turned out
to be false. A follow-up inquiry revealed that the Chinese woman had
been ill during her stay in Germany and was under medication to
relieve pain and reduce fever(88). This was not mentioned in the
publication(87).
Another study that was published in April by the Drosten
laboratory also came under international criticism. It concerned the
question about the role of children in disease transmission.
According to the Drosten study, asymptomatic children were just as
contagious as adults. This message caused great concern to the
general public and influenced subsequent decisions by the
government. In fact, no studies exist to indicate that children play
any significant role as vectors for transmission of this disease.
Be that as it may, there was no reason for completely pointless
measures like closing schools and day care centres, which are

known to do nothing to protect the high-risk groups(89). And no
reason whatsoever to drive social life and the economy against the
wall.
What is wrong with Germany – and this whole world?
Well, all the pictures disseminated so effectively by the
international media – from Italy, Spain, England and then even from
New York – coupled with model calculations for hundreds of
thousands, or maybe even millions of deaths – planted the firm
conviction in the general populace: It simply HAS TO BE a killer
virus!

The situation in Italy, Spain, England and the USA
Since the end of March, one sensation outdid the next: Italy had the
most deaths, the fatality rate shocked us to the core; Spain
surpassed Italy (in the number of infections); the United Kingdom
broke the sad European record, exceeded only by the US. The press
delighted in spreading as much terrifying news as humanly possible.
But let us reflect a little. The impact of an epidemic is dependent
not only on the intrinsic properties and deadliness of the pathogen
but also to a very significant extent on how “fertile” the soil is on
which it lands. All reliable figures tell us we are not dealing with a
killer virus that will sweep away mankind. So what did happen in
those countries from which these dreadful pictures emerged?
Detailed answers to this question must be sought on the ground.
Nevertheless, several facts are sufficiently known to warrant mention
here. Problems surrounding coronavirus statistics went totally
rampant in Italy and Spain. Elsewhere, testing for the virus was
generally performed on people with flu-like symptoms and a certain
risk of exposure to the virus. At the height of the epidemic in Italy,
testing was restricted to severely ill patients upon their admission to
the hospital. Illogically, testing was widely performed post-mortem on
deceased patients. This resulted in falsely elevated case fatality
rates combined with massive underestimates of actual infections(90).

As early as mid-March, the Italian GIMBE (Gruppo Italiano per la
Medicina Basata Sulle Evidenze / Italian Evidence-Based Medicine
Group) foundation stated that the “degree of severity and lethality
rate are largely overestimated, while the lethality rates in Lombardy
and the Emilia-Romagna region were largely due to overwhelmed
hospitals”(91).
The fact that no distinction was made between “death by” and
“death with” coronavirus rendered the situation hopeless. Almost
96% of “COVID-19 deaths” in Italian hospitals were patients with preexisting illnesses. Three quarters suffered from hypertension, more
than a third from diabetes. Every third person had a heart condition.
As almost everywhere else, the average age was above 80 years.
The few people under 50 who died also had severe underlying
conditions(41).
The inaccurate method of reporting “coronavirus deaths” naturally
spread fear and panic, rendering the general public willing to accept
the irrational and excessive preventive measures installed by
governments. These turned out to have a paradoxical effect. The
number of regular deaths increased substantially over the number of
“coronavirus deaths”. The Times reported on April 15: England and
Wales have experienced a record number of deaths in a single
week, with 6,000 more than average for this time of year. Only half of
those extra numbers could perhaps be attributed to the
coronavirus(92). There was a well-founded concern that the lockdown
may have unintentional but serious consequences for the public’s
health(93).
It became increasingly clear that people avoided hospitals even
when faced with life-threatening events such as heart attacks
because they were afraid of catching the deadly virus. Patients with
diabetes or hypertension were no longer properly treated, tumour
patients not adequately tended to.
The UK has always had massive problems with its health care
system, medical infrastructure and a shortage of medical
personnel(94,95). Due to Brexit, the UK also lacks urgently needed
foreign specialists(96).

Many other countries have problems along the same lines. When
the influenza epidemic swept over the world in the winter of
2017/2018, hospitals in the US were overwhelmed, triage tents were
erected, operations were cancelled and patients were sent home.
Alabama declared a state of emergency(97–99). The situation was
little different in Spain, where hospitals just collapsed(100,101), and in
Italy, where intensive care units in large cities ground to a halt(102).
The Italian health care system has been downsizing for years, the
number of intensive care beds is much lower than in other European
countries. Furthermore, Italy has the highest number of deaths from
hospital-acquired infections and antibiotic-resistant bacteria in all of
Europe(103).
Also, Italian society is one of the oldest worldwide. Italy has the
highest proportion of over 65 year-olds (22.8%) in the European
Union(104). Add to that the fact that there is a large number of people
with chronic lung and heart disease, and we have a much greater
number in the “high-risk groups” as compared to other countries. In
sum, many independent factors come together to create a special
case for Italy(105,106).
Since northern Italy was particularly affected, it would be
interesting to ask if environmental factors had an influence on the
way things developed there. Northern Italy has been dubbed the
China of Europe with regard to its fine particulate pollution(107).
According to a WHO estimate, this caused over 8,000 additional
deaths (without a virus) in Italy’s 13 biggest cities in 2006(108). Air
pollution increases the risk of viral pulmonary disease in the very
young and the elderly(109). Obviously, this factor could generally play
a role in accentuating the severity of pulmonary infections(110).
Suspicions have been voiced that vaccination against various
pathogens such as flu, meningococci and pneumococci can worsen
the course of COVID-19. Investigations into this possibility are called
for because Italy indeed stands out with its officially imposed
extensive vaccination programme for the entire population.
Yet despite all these facts, the only pictures that remain imprinted
on our minds are the shocking scenes of long convoys of military

vehicles carting away endless numbers of coffins from the northern
Italian town of Bergamo.
Vice chairman of the Federal Association of German
Undertakers, Ralf Michal, noted(111): in Italy, cremations are rather
rare. That is why undertakers were overburdened when the
government ordered cremations in the course of the coronavirus
pandemic. The undertakers were not prepared for that. There were
not enough crematoriums and the complete infrastructure was
lacking. That is why the military had to help out. And this explains the
pictures from Bergamo. Not only was there no infrastructure, there
was also a shortage of undertakers because so many were in
quarantine.
And finally, let us examine the United States, where only parts of
the country were severely affected. In states like Wyoming, Montana
or West Virginia, the number of “coronavirus deaths” was a two-digit
figure (Worldometers, middle of May, 2020).
The situation in New York was different. Here, doctors were
overwhelmed and did not know which patients to treat first, while in
other states, hospitals were eerily empty. New York was the centre of
the epidemic, where more than half of the COVID-19 deaths
nationwide occurred (date: May 2020). Most of the deceased lived in
the Bronx. An emergency doctor reported(112): “These people come
way too late, but their reasoning is understandable. They are afraid
of being discovered. Most of them are illegal immigrants without
residence permits, without jobs and without any health insurance.
The highest mortality rate is recorded in this group of people”.
It would be of interest to learn how they were treated. Were they
given high doses of chloroquine as recommended by the WHO?
About a third of the Hispanic population carries a gene defect
(glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) that causes chloroquine
intolerance with effects that can be lethal(113,114). More than half of
the population in the Bronx is Hispanic.
Countries and regions can differ so widely with respect to a
myriad of factors that a true understanding of any epidemic situation
cannot be obtained without critical analysis of these determinants.

3
Corona-situation in Germany
The German populace should have been reassured that this country
was well-positioned and that disturbing scenarios similar to those
seen in northern Italy or elsewhere need NOT be feared. Instead, the
exact opposite happened. The RKI issued warning after warning,
and the government embarked on a crusade of fear-mongering that
defied description. Anyone who dared to challenge the warning that
the world was facing the greatest pandemic threat of all times was
defamed and censored.
The indicators for when which measures were supposedly
necessary or no longer necessary changed haphazardly according
to demand. At the beginning of March, it was the doubling rate for
the numbers of infections which at first should exceed 10 days; but
when this “goal” was reached, the rate had to be further slowed to 14
days. This objective was also quickly achieved so a new criterion
had to be issued: the reproduction factor (“R”), which supposedly
told us how many people became infected by one contagious
person. The authorities at first decided that this number must
decrease to less than 1. When this happened – in mid-March – they
ran into difficulties and set out to re-direct the number upward by
increasing the numbers of tests. At the end of May, a bit of creative
thinking led to the idea of defining a critical upper limit to the
acceptable number of daily new infections: 35 per 100,000 citizens in
any town or region.
Now reflect that performing just 7,000 tests can be expected to
generate at least 35 false-positive results in total absence of the
virus! Obviously, no scientifically sound reasoning underlay any of

the plans and measures dictated by the authorities. It cannot be
emphasised enough that infection numbers are of no significance if
one is not dealing with a truly dangerous virus. Money and means
should not be wasted on counting the number of common colds
every winter!
Arbitrariness and the lack of a plan wound their way through the
measures. At the beginning, facial masks were scorned and not
used, even in overcrowded buses. But when the epidemic was over,
it became mandatory. DIY stores could stay open for business while
electronics markets had to close. Jogging was OK, playing tennis
taboo. Every state had its own catalogue of fines; there had to be
punishment since we were dealing with an “epidemic of national
concern”. But where was the logic behind all of these measures? A
closer look may help explain what had happened.

The German narrative
Late in the evening of January 27, 2020, the Bavarian Ministry of
Health announced Germany’s first coronavirus case, an employee of
an automotive supplier. A Chinese businesswoman had been on a
visit there one week earlier. The virus was subsequently detected in
several other members of the company. Most had no symptoms,
none was seriously ill. All were isolated and put in a 14-day
quarantine. From then on, anyone returning from a “high risk” area,
be it China or Tyrol, was tested and put in quarantine. A few
scattered numbers of healthy “cases” were thereby discovered.
Then came carnival season in Germany and the western German
state of North Rhine-Westphalia is one of its centres where there is
no holding back. The first coronavirus patient here had partied in the
middle of February together with his wife and 300 other merry
carnival revellers in the district of Heinsberg. What happened next
sounded the national alarm: coronavirus outbreak in Heinsberg;
many patients critically ill; local hospital overwhelmed! Schools and
day care centres were closed and all contact persons put in
quarantine. At the beginning of March, the Minister of Health, Jens

Spahn, still urged prudence. Mass events were cancelled, otherwise
overall calmness reigned.
But on March 9, alarm bells rang. The first coronavirus fatalities in
Germany occurred. A 78-year old man from the Heinsberg district
and an 82-year old woman from Essen succumbed to the virus. The
man had a multitude of pre-existing illnesses, among them diabetes
and heart disease, the woman died from pneumonia. Drosten
warned against a threatening coronavirus wave(115): “Autumn will be
a critical time, that is obvious. At that time, I expect a rapid increase
of coronavirus cases with dire consequences and many deaths…
Who do we want to save then, a severely ill 80 year-old or a 35 yearold with raging viral pneumonia who would normally die within hours,
but would be over the worst after three days on a ventilator?”.

The pandemic is declared
On March 11, the WHO declared the pandemic. The very next day,
German governors of state voted to cancel all mass gatherings. On
the same day, a report from France: all day care centres, schools,
colleges and universities have been closed until further notice.
Germany followed suit: one day later, the German states ordered all
schools and day care centres closed from March 16. There was talk
of a “tsunami” in the wake of which countless lives would be claimed
unless we managed to “flatten the curve”. All of a sudden, everyone
had a voice and an opinion, no matter whether astrophysicist or
trainee journalists, and no matter whether they had not an inkling of
knowledge about infectious diseases. Projections were presented
every day, exponential growth was explained to us on every channel,
showing us how difficult it is to grasp or to even stop this
development because the rate of infection seemed to double weekly.
Without strict measures we would have one million infections by midMay. According to RKI President Wieler, the number of fatalities in
Germany would soar up and approach Italian numbers within just a
few weeks(116).

For the first time, there was mention of a possible lockdown. On
March 14, the Federal Ministry of Health tweeted(117):
Attention FAKE NEWS!
It is claimed and rapidly being distributed that the Federal Ministry of
Health/Federal government will soon announce further massive restrictions to
public life. This is NOT true!

Two days later, on March 16, further massive restrictions to public
life were announced(118).
Public life was rapidly shut down. Clubs, museums, trade fairs,
cinemas, zoos, everything had to be closed. Religious services were
prohibited, playgrounds and sports facilities fenced off. Elective
surgery would be postponed. The primary goal: the health care
system must not be overwhelmed.
While alarmism was expanding here in Germany, someone else
raised his voice. Someone who really knows what he is doing and
whom we have heard of several times before, Professor John
Ioannidis. Here is a summary of his article “A fiasco in the
making?”(119):
The current coronavirus disease, COVID-19, has been called a
once-in-a-century pandemic. But it may also be a once-in-a-century
evidence fiasco. We lack reliable evidence on how many people
have been infected with SARS-CoV-2. Draconian countermeasures
have been adopted in many countries. During long-lasting
lockdowns, how can policymakers tell if they are doing more good
than harm? The data collected so far on how many people are
infected and how the epidemic is evolving are utterly unreliable.
Given the limited testing to date, some deaths and probably the vast
majority of infections due to SARS-CoV-2 are being missed. We
don’t know if we are failing to capture infections by a factor of three
or 300. No countries have reliable data on the prevalence of the
virus in a representative random sample of the general population.
Reported case fatality rates, like the official 3.4% rate from the World
Health Organization, cause horror – and are meaningless. Patients
who have been tested for SARS-CoV-2 are disproportionately those
with severe symptoms and bad outcomes. The one situation where

an entire, closed population was tested was the Diamond Princess
cruise ship and its quarantined passengers. The case fatality rate
there was 1.0%, but this was a largely elderly population, in which
the death rate from COVID-19 is much higher. Adding to these extra
sources of uncertainty, reasonable estimates for the case fatality
ratio in the general U.S. population vary from 0.05% to 1%. If that is
the true rate, locking down the world with potentially tremendous
social and financial consequences may be totally irrational. It’s like
an elephant being attacked by a house cat. Frustrated and trying to
avoid the cat, the elephant accidentally jumps off a cliff and dies.
Could the COVID-19 case fatality rate be that low? No, some say,
pointing to the high rate in elderly people. However, even some socalled mild or common-cold-type coronaviruses that have been
known for decades can have case fatality rates as high as 8% when
they infect elderly people in nursing homes. In fact, such “mild”
coronaviruses infect tens of millions of people every year, and
account for 3% to 11% of those hospitalised in the U.S. with lower
respiratory infections each winter. If we had not known about a new
virus out there, and had not checked individuals with PCR tests, the
number of total deaths due to “influenza-like illness” would not seem
unusual this year. At most, we might have casually noted that flu this
season seems to be a bit worse than average. The media coverage
would have been less than for an NBA game between the two most
indifferent teams. One of the bottom lines is that we don’t know how
long social distancing measures and lockdowns can be maintained
without major consequences to the economy, society, and mental
health.
Regrettably, this voice of reason remained unheard by our
politicians and their advisers. Instead, the prediction ventured by
Professor Neil Ferguson, Imperial College London, made the
headlines: if nothing is done and the virus allowed to spread
uncontrolled, more than 500,000 people will die in the UK and 2
million in the US(120). Not only did this make the rounds, it struck fear
into hearts and souls.

Incidentally, Ferguson is the same authority who predicted
136,000 deaths due to mad cow disease (BSE), 200 million deaths
due to avian flu and 65,000 deaths during the swine flu – in all cases
there were ultimately a few hundred(121). In other words, he was
wrong every time. Do journalists actually have a conscience and, if
so, why do they not check the facts before distributing their news?
Naturally, here too it later became apparent that Ferguson’s
prediction was totally wrong. But this was never reported by the
media.
For the RKI, the headlines seemed to be just the right thing. It
warned of an exponential increase(122): “With this exponential
growth, the world will have 10 million infections within 100 days if we
do not succeed in curbing the number of new infections”. Model
calculations were published that predicted hundreds of thousands of
deaths in Germany(123).
Politicians entered a race for voter popularity – who could profit
the most? Markus Söder, State President of Bavaria, presented
himself as “Action Man”, emanating force and determination in front
of the cameras, and declaring his intent to fight the virus to the finish
with all the means at his disposal. Söder surges ahead with the first
draconian measures: stay-at-home order for Bavarians as of March
21. No visits to loved ones in hospitals. No church services. Shops
and restaurants closed. Among other incredible measures.

Nationwide lockdown
What impression would it make on the world if each federal state in
Germany had its own rules? So the measures were hastily emulated
throughout the nation. The “stay-at-home command” sounded too
negative, so we were presented with a “lockdown” on March 23 in
the guise of a “nine-point plan”. This meant nationwide confinement
orders. A far-reaching contact ban was imposed, congregations of
more than 2 people in public were forbidden. Restaurants, hair
dressers, beauty parlours, massage practices, tattoo studios and
similar businesses had to close. Violations of these contact bans

were to be monitored by a regulatory agency and failure to comply
was to be sanctioned. Penalty catalogues were hastily patched
together. Some states went to extremes. Bavaria, Berlin,
Brandenburg, the Saarland, Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt enacted
decrees that allowed leaving homes and entering public spaces only
with a “valid” reason. At the same time, hospitals were so empty that
they were able to accommodate patients from Italy and France(124).
On March 25, the German parliament announced an “epidemic
situation of national concern”, so that two days later the hurriedly
compiled new “law to protect the population during an epidemic
situation of national concern” could be implemented – largely
unnoticed by the general population. It empowered the Federal
Ministry of Health to determine, by decree, a series of measures that
violate the first article of the German constitution: Human dignity is
inviolable.
These political decisions were made in the absence of any
evidence that might have justified them. It was for that reason that
we decided to write an open letter to Chancellor Merkel(28) in which
questions of fundamental importance were raised. The intent was to
give the government the chance to turn back from the wrong track
with dignity. But our opinions, and those of many others who did not
agree with the government line, were ignored and dissenting voices
were discredited in newspapers and the media. It goes without
saying that we never received an answer.
Instead, at the end of March, it was officially proclaimed that the
virus was still spreading too fast. Case numbers doubled every 5
days. The goal must be to flatten the curve so the doubling time is
extended to 10 days. Only thus would we prevent the health care
system from being overwhelmed(125).
The contents of an internal document of the German Ministry of
the Interior (GMI) were then released to the public. There one
learned that the worst-case scenario forecast 1.15 million fatalities if
the virus was not contained(126,127). If we look at the numbers of
reported infections in the first four weeks of March (calendar weeks
(CW) 10–13), we can see that this actually looks like exponential

growth, exactly as the RKI proclaimed. And that is how it was
presented everywhere.
However, what the RKI did not point out was that in calendar
week 12 the number of tests had approximately tripled and
increased again the following week. The RKI apparently did not feel
duty-bound to truth and clarification towards the population. So
therefore, are these figures distorted? Why didn’t they correct the
numbers? That could have been achieved by stating the number of
infections per 100,000 tests as shown in the second diagram.

The RKI text should rather have read as follows: “Dear fellow
citizens, our numbers show no exponential increase of new
infections. There is no need to worry.”
Indeed, the epidemic is literally “over the hill”, as you can nicely
see from the R-curve of the RKI, which was published on April 15 in
the Epidemiological Bulletin 17(128):
What is glaringly evident?
1) The epidemic had reached its peak at the beginning to the
middle of March, well before the lockdown on March 23.
2) The lockdown had no effect: numbers dropped no further after
its implementation.

April 2020: no reason to prolong the lockdown
How did things look in the middle of April when the decision of once
again prolonging the lockdown was pending?
Everything was really clear now. Just like the R-value, the number
of newly infected cases showed that the peak of infection had
passed (Figure: www.cidm.online). The upper curve depicts the
number of “newly infected” with the initial increase as officially
presented; the lower shows those numbers standardized to 100,000
tests. Columns show the actual numbers of conducted tests.

The fact is that there had never been a danger of hospitals being
overwhelmed because there had never been an exponential growth
of infection numbers. There were thousands of empty beds. There
never was a giant “wave” of COVID-19 patients. Not because the
measures were so effective, but because the epidemic was over
before they were put in place. But all the hospitals postponed, or
even suspended, all elective surgeries and procedures such as hip
or knee operations or check-ups for cancer patients. Many hospitals
reported occupancy reductions of up to 30% and more. Doctors were
put on short-time working hours(129).

The lockdown is extended
On April 15, Germany extended the lockdown. The rules for social
distancing and contact restrictions were prolonged. In public, social
distancing of 1.5m was mandatory and you were only allowed to be
outside your domicile with members of your family and one other
person who was not part of your household. The ban on meetings in
houses of worship was prolonged. Social events were prohibited.
Some restrictions were eased. Shops with a retail space of up to 800
square metres were allowed to re-open. Car dealers, bicycle shops
and book stores were excluded from this restriction and were
allowed to open their doors regardless of size. But amazingly, no

matter whether a crocheted scarf or a clinical face mask is used –
masks became mandatory!

Mandatory masks
There is simply a lack of clear evidence that people who are not ill or
who are not providing care to a patient should wear a mask to
reduce influenza or COVID-19 transmission(130).
We are not aware of any single scientifically sound and
undisputed article that would contradict the following:
1) There is no scientific evidence that symptom-free people
without cough or fever spread the disease.
2) Simple masks do not and cannot stop the virus.
3) Masks do not and cannot protect from infection.
4) Non-medical face masks have very low filter efficiency(131)
5) Cotton surgical masks can be associated with a higher risk of
penetration of microorganisms (penetration 97%). Moisture retention,
reuse of cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk
of infection(132).
Since the government enforced the use of masks, many elderly
people believed that they were safe while wearing them. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Wearing a mask can entail serious
health hazards, especially for people with pulmonary disease and
cardiac insufficiency, for patients with anxiety and panic disorders
and of course for children. Even the WHO originally stated that
general wearing of masks did not serve any purpose(133).
What did the RKI say? In accordance with the shift in political
opinion, they also changed their previous recommendations and
supported mask-wearing. “If people – even without symptoms – wore
masks as a precaution, it could minimize the risk of infection. Of
note, this is not scientifically documented.”
A report claiming that mask-wearing had provided positive effects
was basically flawed(134). According to the study, the effects (drop in
numbers of infections) became apparent 3–4 days after
implementation of the regulation. However, this is impossible. The

RKI states: “An effect of the respective measures can only be seen
after a delay of 2–3 weeks because on top of the incubation period
(up to 14 days) there is a time delay between illness and receipt of
the reports.”(135)
In fact, there is no study to even suggest that it makes any sense
for healthy individuals to wear masks in public(136,137). One might
suspect that the only political reason for enforcing the measure is to
foster fear in the population.

Last argument for extension of lockdown: the impending
second wave?
The constant fear-spreading experts of the government obviously
pursue the same goal. In Germany, Drosten warned again and
again. And somehow it seemed as if every country had its own
“Drosten”.
At the end of April, he again fantasized about the big-time wave in
Germany – now, of course, the second big wave(138): “Would the Rvalue through carelessness … be once again more than 1 and
thereby exponentially increase virus spread, this would likely have
devastating consequences. Since the wave of infection would start
everywhere at the same time, it would have a different momentum.”
But where should this second wave of infection come from?
Drosten: We can learn this from the Spanish flu. It started at the
end of the First World War, and most of the 50 million victims died
during the second wave.
That is true. But at the time of the Spanish flu, antibiotics were not
available to treat secondary bacterial infections that were the main
cause of death(139). Consequently, people of all ages died. Whoever
compares COVID-19 to the Spanish flu is either completely clueless
or deliberately intends to spread fear.
It is clear that viruses change but do not simply disappear. Just as
there has always been a flu season, there has also always been a
coronavirus season(140).

Here we see the typical course of a coronavirus epidemic(141):

Does this look vaguely familiar and reminiscent of our RKI data
with the March peak?
But wait, this Finnish study stems from 1998!
So, if any government should decide they want a second wave,
all they need to do is to radically increase the number of tests in the
annual coronavirus season. This simple manipulation will not fail to
trigger the next laboratory pandemic.

Relaxing the restrictions with the emergency brake applied
Professor Stefan Homburg, Director of the Institute of Public Finance
at the University of Hannover, never tired of explaining why the RKI
numbers themselves called for immediate termination of all
measures(142).
He was not the only one, several others raised their voices. But
critical opinions were completely ignored. Why? Did the government
have an exclusive contract with Drosten, who keeps on warning and
warning: by loosening restrictions, Germany will risk losing its lead in
the fight against the pandemic(143).
But eventually the time arrived. The beginning of May witnessed
a cautious reopening of shops. Schools and day care centres would

soon be able to admit children again. Contact restrictions were
slightly relaxed and life was restarted, but at a painfully slow pace.
But the RKI warns and warns and warns(144): “The reproduction
factor is more than 1 once again. It’s at 1.1, to be exact … ”.
Horror of horrors, were we too rash? Many were puzzled that the
daily R-factor fluctuated erratically. This of course was due to the
generally unknown fact that when infection numbers are very low,
the R-factor can be manipulated at will simply by altering the number
of tests conducted.
And then, the great scare: Do we possibly have excess
mortality(145)?
Excess mortality? Really? Could it possibly have anything to do
with the collateral damage invoked by the unwarranted measures?
This question was posed by a senior member of the risk analysis
division at the German Ministry of the Interior. He produced a
remarkable document in which the risks of collateral damage were
meticulously analysed. He arrived at the conclusion that the
measures were excessive, and that they caused immense and
irreparable collateral damage without providing any true benefits.
The synopsis of the paper was sent to ten external experts, including
ourselves, to have the numbers checked.
He then attempted to present the document to the Minister:
unsuccessfully. He then sent the document to his colleagues in risk
assessment divisions around the country. And was suspended for
his efforts.
We stated in a press release that we considered the conclusions
of the paper to be very important. But the Ministry ridiculed the
document, saying that it was no more than a private opinion(146). The
media chimed in and considered the case closed.
Lockdown extended again!
At the end of May, just before the agreement on contact restrictions
between the government and the federal states expired, a further
extension of the measures was proclaimed until June 29.

On May 25, Minister of Health, Jens Spahn stated in the most
widespread German daily newspaper, “Under no circumstances
should the impression be gained that the pandemic is already over.”
Only chancellor Merkel could top this – and so she did 4 days
later. In an historic declaration, she announces to the depressed
nation: “The pandemic has just begun!”
And this at a time when the epidemics were all over throughout
Europe.
But an extension of the lockdown seemed to make sense in the
light of a recent article published in Nature, one of the most
prestigious scientific journals in the world. Only research groups of
high standing have realistic chances of seeing their names in print in
this journal. Imperial College London rallied such a group, among
whom the name Neil Ferguson may ring a bell. In a remarkable
study, the investigators presented a computer-based analysis
showing that the global lockdown had saved many millions of
lives(147).
Known only to few was the fact that a string of protests by
scientists of international standing rained into Nature’s office. All
pointed to the fundamental flaws in the analysis that had caused
false conclusions to be drawn. Correctly handled, the data actually
showed the opposite: the lockdown had had no effect on the course
of the pandemic. Readers who wish to read the paper should not
forget to look at these critical comments that follow after the
article(148).
So, while other countries like Denmark at no time recommended
that healthy people who move around in public generally wear face
masks(149) and other countries like Latvia were well on their way to
freedom, Merkel and friends decided against too much liberty for
their people. The masks must stay on!

4
Too much? Too little? What
happened?
Overburdened hospitals
The pictures from Italy and Spain incited fear. Mortally ill people and
no available ventilators? How dreadful. Deaths were depicted as
slow, merciless drownings. We were shown what happens when
hospital capacity reaches its limits and beyond. During all the
deliberations about what was to be done in Germany, there was
always – first and foremost – the fear stoked by the RKI that such
scenarios happening in Germany could not be ruled out. As a result,
ventilators were purchased, intensive care beds were held in
reserve, operations were postponed or cancelled. In Berlin a new
hospital for 1,000 patients was hurriedly built – in 38 days – and
then, when it was completed, not one patient in sight(150).
We simply must take a closer look at this. At the beginning of
March it became clear that the epidemic was sweeping through
Germany. Was our health care system well prepared? Professor
Uwe Janssens, President of the Interdisciplinary Association of
Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine, gave the all-clear in the
“Deutschlandfunk” (German World Service)(151): “We have enough
intensive care beds!”. Even if we were to have as many coronavirus
infections as Italy, we had approximately 28,000 beds in intensive
care units, 25,000 of which were equipped with ventilators, so nearly
34 beds per 100,000 citizens. This was like no other country in
Europe. Professor Reinhard Busse, leader of the specialist field

“Management of the Health Care System” at the Technical University
in Berlin, gave the all-clear as well: “Even if we had conditions like in
Italy, we would be nowhere near to being overburdened”(152).
But the RKI kept fostering fear. The “number of intensive care
beds will not be sufficient”, Wieler, president of the RKI and trained
veterinarian, announced at the beginning of April(153). Why? Wieler
explained: “The epidemic continues and the number of fatalities will
keep going up”.
Actually, the real explanation – kept under lock and key at that
time – was quite different. It came to light in May, when a previously
confidential document appeared on the website of the German
Ministry of the Interior(154). The shocking contents confirmed
circulating rumours. The document, dating to mid-March, was the
minutes of a meeting of the coronavirus task-force. There, one was
astounded to learn that fear-mongering was the official agenda
created to manage the epidemic. All the pieces of the puzzle then fell
into place. Everything had been planned. The high numbers of
infection were purposely reported because the numbers of deaths
would “sound too trivial”. The central goal was to achieve a massive
shock effect. Three examples are given how to stir up primal fears in
the general population:
1) People should be scared by a detailed description of dying
from COVID-19 as “slow drowning”. Imagining death through
excruciating slow suffocation incites the most dread.
2) People should be told that children were a dangerous source
of infection because they would unwittingly carry the deadly virus
and kill their parents.
3) Warnings about alarming late consequences of SARS-CoV-2
infections were to be scattered. Even though not formally proven to
exist, they would frighten people.
Altogether, this strategy would enable all intended measures to
be implemented with general acceptance by the public.
HORRIBLE!

Now that the method in the madness is known, it becomes more
understandable why Wieler steadfastly adhered to his projections.
Numbers of infections were used to calculate the number of
intensive care beds that would be needed, without taking into
account that 90% of infected individuals would not fall seriously ill.
And that the majority of patients who did require hospitalisation
would recover and be dismissed.

Simply adding the daily number of new infections to the curve
(top curves in the graph) was of course senseless. The recoveries
should have been subtracted from the number of positively tested

persons if a realistic indicator of hospital burden had really been
sought.
Strictly speaking, one would also have to subtract the deceased,
but since there were so few – tragic and sad as that was for every
individual case, it made no difference in the graphic representation.
The fact is that we were never at any risk of our health care
system collapsing. In mid-April there was NO REASON for further
measures. All should have been revoked immediately. While the
hospitals waited for non-existent coronavirus patients, those
genuinely requiring treatment were not admitted. Beds were empty.
Hospitals ran into financial problems. Many applied for short-time
work for doctors and nursing staff – in the midst of the imagined
crisis(155). The situation in other countries was similar. Thousands of
US physicians were placed on administrative leave because the
number of routine outpatient visits dropped by a landslide(156).

Shortage of ventilators?
At the commencement of the pandemic, experts contended that
invasive ventilation would be a first-line requirement to rescue
COVID-19 patients from a horrible death by suffocation. At the same
time, this measure would minimize the risk of infection of medical
personnel. As a consequence, the German government decided to
purchase and store thousands of ventilators in reserve.
This turned out to be a very bad bet(157–161).
Artificially ventilated patients require very close attention(162).
Oxygen is forced through a tube into the lungs. It is not uncommon
for bacteria to hitch a ride and then cause life-threatening
pneumonia. The risk of these hospital-acquired infections rises by
the day, which is why medical students learn that the ventilator
should be used no longer than is absolutely necessary.
In contrast, COVID-19 patients were often put on ventilation early
and without true need, and kept on the apparatus far longer than
they ever should have been. Why? Because it was officially
stipulated that invasive ventilation was the best means to reduce the

risk of virus spread via aerosol to the personnel. However, aerosols
probably play no important role in disease transmission(163). The
sole fact that SARS-CoV-2 can be found in aerosol droplets(164) does
not mean that it is there in sufficient quantities to cause illness(165).
How many lives were lost because of this advice?
Many specialists later stated that COVID-19 patients were intubated
and ventilated for too long and too often(160,161). The risks were high
and success more than questionable. Professor Gerhard LaierGroeneveld from the lung clinic in Neustadt advised that intubation
should be avoided in any event. His COVID-19 patients received
oxygen with simple respiratory masks and he lost not a single
life(160).
Professor Thomas Voshaar, Chair of the Association of
Pneumology Clinics, shared the same view(161). He pointed out that
the high death rates in other countries “should be reason enough to
question this strategy of early intubation”. At the time of his report, he
had mechanically ventilated one of his 40 patients. The patient
subsequently died. All the others survived.
Here is a shortened version of a radio interview with palliative
physician Dr Matthias Thöns(166): “Politics these days has a very
one-sided orientation towards intensive care treatment, towards
buying more ventilators and offering ICU beds as a reward. But we
must remember that most of the severely ill COVID-19 patients are
very old people with multiple underlying diseases; 40% of those
come heavily care-dependent from assisted living facilities.
Previously, this group would ordinarily receive more palliative instead
of intensive care. But now, a new disease is diagnosed and this
whole client base is turned into intensive care patients.”
He points out that according to a Chinese study, 97% die despite
maximal therapy (including ventilation). Of those who survive, only a
small number is able to return to their former lives, many of them left
with severe disabilities. These are circumstances that most seniors
would refuse to risk. He rightly says that critically ill patients should
openly be told the truth about their condition. They should

themselves decide which course they wish to take: intensive care
treatment in isolation, or symptomatic treatment in the circle of loved
ones. The individual will should have highest priority. Thöns is quite
sure that most people would prefer the second option.

Were the measures appropriate?
It became clear fairly early that SARS-CoV-2 was not a killer virus
and there never had been an exponential increase in new infections.
The price for attempting to contain the virus was absurdly high.

What did the government do right?
?
The authors have no answer to this question. They look forward to
receiving yours.

What did the government do wrong?
It proclaimed an epidemic of national concern that did not exist
It deprived citizens of their rights
It made arbitrary instead of evidence-based decisions
It intentionally spread fear
It enforced senseless lockdown and mask-wearing
It devastated the economy and destroyed livelihoods
It disrupted the health care system
It inflicted immense suffering on the populace

What should our government have done?
It should have done what the chancellor and ministers solemnly
declared when they were sworn into office:

“I swear that I will use my power for the WELL-BEING of the
German public, to further its ADVANTAGES, to prevent DAMAGE, to
PRESERVE and DEFEND the constitution and the federal statutes,
to diligently fulfil my duty and practice just treatment towards
everyone.”
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Collateral damage
Dr David L. Katz, President of the True Health Initiative, asked on
March 20 if our fight against the coronavirus was worse than the
disease(167). Could there not be more specific means to combat the
disease? What about all the collateral damage?
Stanford Professor Scott Atlas said during an interview that under
the misassumption that we have to contain COVID-19, we have
created a catastrophic situation in the health care sector(168).
Irrational fears were generated because the disease as a whole is a
mild one. Thus, there is no reason for comprehensive testing in the
general population and it should be done only where appropriate,
namely in hospitals and nursing homes. At the end of April, Atlas
published an article entitled “The data are in – stop the panic and
total isolation”(169).
In Germany, Wolfgang Schäuble, presiding officer of the German
parliament, stated that not absolutely everything must be
subordinate to the protection of life(170).
“If there is anything at all that has an absolute value in our
constitution, it is human dignity which is inviolable. But it does not
preclude that we have to die.”
The media immediately flared back in righteous disgust: “Human
dignity versus human life – can you balance one against the
other?”(171).
Many still fail to comprehend that we have sacrificed both.
Proponents of the pointless measures argue that every person
has the right to grow as old as possible. Even if the virus were only

the straw that broke the camel’s back, it was still at fault. Without the
virus, the deceased may have lived months or even years longer. It
is our moral duty to sacrifice our personal wants and needs when
lives of others are at stake. The economy can recover, the dead
cannot. The Merkel mantra, chanted day and night by her ardent
followers: “Protecting the health of our citizens must, at all costs,
remain our supreme goal.”
Honourable as this may sound, it betrays an alarming inability to
comprehend the essence of public welfare. The following numbers
have already been presented but because of their importance, they
will be repeated here. During the course of this entire epidemic, a
maximum number of 10 in 10,000 over 80 year-olds have died with
or from the virus. The number of “true” COVID-19 deaths cannot be
higher than 1–2 per 10,000. How many human lives were really
prolonged by the horrendous measures? Maybe 2–4 per 10,000? Or
even 4–8? But definitely not more. And at what cost?
The one employee of the GMI who dared to compile an analysis
of the collateral damage to the health care system was suspended.
The government was not interested. Nothing can be placed over
human life. But what are the consequences for health and welfare of
the populace if the economy collapses and people are confronted
with the end of their existence?

Economic consequences
It will strike all countries. The global economic crisis could plunge
500 million people into poverty, so stated in a position paper by the
UN(172).
The US Federal Reserve (FED) expects a dramatic decline of up
to 30% in American economic performance(173). FED director
Jerome Powell assumes a 20% to 25% increase in the
unemployment rate. Almost 36.5 million people have lost their jobs. It
is “the most traumatic job loss in the history of the US economy,”
says Gregory Daco, US Chief Economist of the Oxford Economics
Institute(174).

The EU commission predicts a deep recession of historic
magnitude for Europe(175).
According to their prognosis, the economy will shrink a good 7%
and will not completely recover in the next year.
In Germany too, the economy is starting to crumble. Since the
second half of March it is down to 80% of normal economic
performance(176). Reduced hours compensation is registered for
about 10 million employees. Without short-time work, the
unemployment rate would have increased dramatically, similar to the
US. In April we have “only” 300,000 additional unemployed(177). But
this will not be the end of the story, not by a long shot.
The government boasted that they are weaving safety nets, the
“greatest rescue package in Germany’s history” will help mitigate the
collateral damage(178). But that rescue package is ridiculous in
relation to the damage that has been done. Countless people are
falling through the net. Existences have been destroyed and lives
have been lost. They cannot be salvaged by safety nets.

Disruption of medical care
Many who were ill were afraid to visit hospitals for fear of
catching the “killer virus”.
Often older people would rather not “be a burden” to their
doctors, who they thought were battling to save COVID-19
patients.
Patients requiring medical examinations were turned away, all
that was not deemed of “vital importance” cancelled or
postponed.
Medical check-ups were not performed.
Operations were postponed to free up capacity for “coronavirus
patients”.
Domestic violence against women and children increased.
The number of suicides rose.

Drugs and suicide
Following the financial crisis of 2008, the number of suicides rose in
countries all over the world. According to the National Health Group
Well Being Trust, unemployment, economic downfall and despair
could now drive 75,000 Americans to drug abuse and suicide(179).
The Australian government estimates a rise in suicides of 50%(180), a
number 10 times higher than the number of “coronavirus deaths”.
Unemployment and poverty are also predicted to markedly increase
suicide rates in Germany(181).

Heart attack and stroke
Unemployment increases the risk of heart attack to an extent
comparable to cigarette smoking, diabetes and hypertension(182).
But where did all the patients with heart attacks disappear to?
Admissions to emergency care units dropped 30% as compared to
the previous month. Not because the patients were miraculously
cured but because they were terrified of catching the deadly virus in
the hospital. Preliminary symptoms went unheeded, even though
such symptoms are often the harbinger of a deadly attack and need
to be closely attended to in hospital.
“This is a most dangerous development… There are now 50%
fewer patients with mild symptoms in the emergency room,” explains
Dr Sven Thonke, chief physician at the Clinic for Neurology in Hanau
in a newspaper interview(181). Many pending strokes initially cause
mild symptoms such as dizziness, speech, visual problems and
muscle weakness. Thonke: “There are now 50% fewer patients with
mild-symptoms in the emergency room.” This is extremely worrisome
because more often than not mild symptoms herald the severe
stroke that can be rapidly fatal if the emergency is not immediately
tended to.

Other ailments

According to the scientific institute of the AOK (German health
insurance company), the following diagnoses dropped considerably
in April: 51% fewer respiratory diseases, 47% fewer diseases of the
digestive tract, and 29% fewer injuries and poisonings(183).
Care of tumour patients was catastrophic. Monitoring of tumour
treatment was no longer conducted at the required levels. Control
examinations were postponed or cancelled. Patients waited in agony
for the next appointment – alone with their fears and the single
remaining question: how much time was still left to them.
Cancelled operations
30 million elective surgeries were postponed or cancelled worldwide
during the first 12 weeks of the pandemic(184). In 2018, 1.4 million
operations were performed on average every month. 50–90% of all
scheduled operations were postponed or not performed in March,
April and May 2020. This translates to at least 2 million operations
that would normally have been performed. The consequences must
be profound.

Further consequences for the elderly
In Germany, more than 1,000 people over the age of 80 die every
day(185). While we are taking drastic measures to prevent them from
dying of COVID-19, we are making their lives less worth living. This
cannot but impinge on life expectancy.
Quality of life
Especially in old age – when many friends have already passed on
and the body no longer works the way it once did – life is not about
how many more days or years but about a life worth living. That
could be accomplished by exercise and remaining active, through
social contacts, by taking recreational holidays, visiting events and

even shopping sprees, with regular visits to the sauna or a fitness
studio or the daily walk to the corner café.
But what happens when, all of a sudden, the café and everything
else is closed? No more visits to old friends, no more social events.
And no visitors either.
Loneliness and isolation
Functioning social networks safeguard the elderly from loneliness.
Five to twenty percent of senior German citizens feel lonely and
isolated. After the lockdown, almost all contact with other people
stopped for months, which must have worsened these feelings. For
those who cannot leave the house unassisted, nursing services
arrange “senior social groups”, where the elderly are picked up once
a week and then taken safely home again. It’s not much, but it’s so
important to be with other people again and devastating when no
longer there.
Terminal care
Yes, every individual has the right to reach as old an age as
possible. But every person nearing the end of their life should also
have the right to decide how they want to go. Most do not fear the
end. As the time approaches, people become increasingly detached
and willing to embark on their last journey.
When we hear talk about the “older people” and we are told that it
is our moral duty to protect them, many picture sprightly seniors who
are enjoying their time on ocean liners. In reality, the endangered
elderly are multi-morbid individuals at the end of their lives. People
who have not been able to leave their beds for days, weeks or
months. People whose tumours have spread throughout their bodies
and are in constant pain. People who cannot go on anymore and
maybe do not want to go on. People who sometimes just wait for a
kind fate to relieve them of their suffering.
Amidst all the protective measures for the high-risk groups in
retirement and nursing homes, at the end the individual decision

should have the highest priority. Most no longer care whether their
loved ones bring the coronavirus to them, as long as someone is
there to hold their hand, to talk about the past, and to whisper I love
you and farewell(186).

Innocent and vulnerable: our children
Children – like the elderly – are the most vulnerable in our society
and it is our duty to care for them. Millions of children in the world are
suffering acutely from the coronavirus measures. “The coronavirus
strikes more children and their families than those who are actually
gripped by the infections,” says Cornelius Williams, Head of the
UNICEF Child Protection League(187).
Mental/psychological stress
Children cannot thrive without social contacts. Separation from key
people like grandma and grandpa, auntie and uncle, their best
friends – the closed schools, inaccessible playgrounds and barred
sports fields disrupt their lives. Social ethicists point out how vital it is
for children to be in contact with their peers(188).
Educational deficits
Children have a right to education. Since the schools have been
closed, millions of students are lagging behind according to an
estimate of the German Teacher Association. Their president, HeinzPeter Meidinger, sees educational deficits for approximately 3 million
children, especially in students from difficult social backgrounds and
from impoverished families(189).
Physical violence
Tens of thousands of children in Germany become victims of
violence and abuse every year(190). Crime statistics from 2018 show
that

3 children die in the aftermath of physical violence every week
10 children are physically or mentally abused every day
40 children are sexually abused every day
And these, of course, are only the known cases. Can you imagine
the situation in coronavirus times?
When parents are stressed, on the brink of losing their jobs and
facing financial ruin?
When arguments and quarrels become a daily occurrence?
With increased alcohol consumption?
When children are at home day after day, with no way of
escape?
Teachers who normally play important roles in safeguarding
endangered children are gone. Who then should notify the youth
welfare office should the need arise?
The government’s commissioner for abuse, Johannes-Wilhelm
Rörig, issued an urgent warning. There were indications from the
quarantined town of Wuhan that the cases of domestic violence had
tripled during the “trapped-at-home” time. There were “equally
alarming numbers” from Italy and Spain.

Consequences for the world’s poorest
Many in this country took the opportunity to get their house and
garden back into shape during the coronavirus crisis.
Understandably, since home-office work was only semi-effective for
want of equipment and slow internet connections. Actually, the
majority of the middle class and the affluent were not doing badly.
Well, the neighbour who now has to apply for Hartz IV
(unemployment benefits) will surely get back on his feet. People tend
to think as far as their front door, maybe a bit beyond, but that’s it.
Many are not aware that the most severe consequences often affect
the poorest of the poor. One must not close one’s eyes to the fact
that the existence and lives of countless people are threatened.

Existential consequences
In India, there are hundreds of millions of day-labourers, many of
whom led a hand-to-mouth existence before the coronavirus
restrictions robbed them of their livelihoods. Now they have no more
means to survive. They are “protected” against the coronavirus and
are in turn left to starve.
In many African countries, coronavirus lockdowns are brutally
enforced by police and military. Whoever shows his face on the
streets is beaten. Children, who usually survive on their one meal in
school, are forbidden to leave the house. They, too, can starve.
At the end of April, the Head of the UN World Food Program,
David Beasley, gave a warning before the UN Security Council:
because of coronavirus, there is a danger that the world will face a
“hunger pandemic of biblical proportions”(191). “It is expected that
lockdowns and economic recessions will lead to a drastic loss of
income among the working poor. On top of this, financial aid from
overseas will decrease, which will hit countries like Haiti, Nepal and
Somalia, just to name a few. Loss of revenue from tourism will doom
countries like Ethiopia, since it represents 47 percent of national
income.”
Consequences for medical care and maintenance of health
Medical care is a luxury that only a few in the poorest countries can
afford. Advances and positive developments of recent years are now
in danger of collapse.
Vaccination campaigns against the measles were suspended in
many countries. Although measles rarely cause death in western
countries, 3–6% of the infected people in poor countries die, and
those who survive often have life-long disabilities. The virus has
claimed 6,500 child deaths in the Congo Republic(192).
Between 2003 and 2013, Zimbabwe succeeded in lowering yearly
malaria infections from 155 per 1,000 inhabitants to just 22. Now,
and within a short time, there have been more than 130 deaths and

135,000 infections. Two thirds of all fatalities were < 5 year-old
children.
According to the WHO, malaria deaths in sub-Saharan Africa
could rise to 769,000 in 2020, which would double the number for
2018. If so, they would be thrown back to a “mortality standard” of 20
years ago. The probable reason for this catastrophe is the fact that
insecticide-treated mosquito nets can no longer be adequately
distributed.
Are the malaria deaths in Zimbabwe and the measles deaths in
the Congo only precursors of what is in store for the continent?
Synopsis
With the prescribed measures, was our government able to prolong
the lives of people who would leave us in the next days, months or
perhaps a few years? Maybe, maybe not. Were many lives saved
through these measures? They certainly were not, because these
restrictions were imposed when the epidemic was already subsiding.
One thing is certain. The immeasurable grief that these measures
have inflicted cannot possibly be put into words or numbers.
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Did other countries fare better –
Sweden as a role model?
While we were lectured every day on the “pseudo-exponential”
growth of infections and talked into thinking that our health system
would collapse if drastic measures were not strictly enforced, a few
other countries chose a different path. They did not establish a
curfew, they left restaurants, fitness studios, and libraries etc. open
to the public. Sweden is an example(193).
Epidemiologist Professor Anders Tegnell, who obviously learned
from mistakes he had made during the swine-flu epidemic, and his
predecessor, Johan Giesecke, who at an early stage pointed out that
only the implementation of evidence-based measures made any
sense, both decided that lockdowns were not only pointless, but
dangerous. Giesecke explained in an interview(194):
“There are only two measures that have a genuine scientific
background. One of these is hand-washing and we know this since
the work of Ignaz Semmelweis 150 years ago. The other is social
distancing. Many of the measures taken by European governments
have no scientific basis. Closing the borders for example is useless
and does not help. Also, the closing of schools has never proven to
be effective.”
From a scientific stance, school closings are indeed known to
make no sense(89).
It did make sense, however, to count on the individual sense of
responsibility of the citizens, and on informational and educational
campaigns. People were informed on how to protect themselves –

and they did: without fear-mongering, without panic scenarios,
lockdown, without threat of a fine, without massive restrictions on
their liberties.
Executive WHO director Mike Ryan called Sweden a “role model”
in the fight against the coronavirus(195).
Undeniably, Sweden did a lot of things right. But it reaped disgust
and disapproval from its neighbours. The German press left no stone
unturned to badmouth the Swedish way:
Sweden’s special path apparently failed (Deutschlandfunk, April
4, 2020)
Consequences cannot be predicted – 10% mortality rate:
Sweden’s lax special path during the coronavirus crisis is
threatening to fail (Focus, April 17, 2020)
Coronavirus in Sweden – Is the country heading for a
catastrophe? (RND, April 24, 2020)
Politicians also had their say.
Karl Lauterbach (SPD) accused Swedish men and women of acting
irresponsibly. “Crudely put, many of the elderly are sacrificed so that
the cafés do not have to close.”
Minister-President of Bavaria, Markus Söder, said: “This liberal
course claims VERY, VERY MANY victims …”
As a matter of fact, the epidemic in Sweden took a comparable
course as that in other countries.
Homburg describes this in an interview(196): “It seems that they
want to avoid at all costs acknowledging that there is an example to
the opposite of their own misguided policy. They have tried with
every means at their disposal – fake news followed by more fake
news – to throw Sweden off its chosen path. But Sweden stayed the
course.”
Could we have taken this path in Germany? Count on the
individual sense of responsibility of the citizens and on information
campaigns?

A favourite counter argument is Sweden’s population density.
With 23 inhabitants per square kilometre it is about 10 times lower
than in Germany, so it is argued that it might work there, but never
here. This would also apply to Iceland, which is another positive
example of how to master the coronavirus crisis without lockdowns.
Almost all of the 1,800 infected people recovered. 10 COVID-19
deaths were registered – without any drastic lockdown. Many
restaurants and schools remained open and congregations of up to
20 people were allowed.
This may be true, but here we also have a low population density.
So let us look instead at Hong Kong with 7.5 million residents and a
population density of 6,890 people per square kilometre. And what a
surprise: Here, too, it worked! It was a little more restrictive than
Sweden and Iceland maybe, but nevertheless without complete
lockdown(197).
Or let us look at Japan (126 million inhabitants, population density
336 per square kilometre) or South Korea.
Japan and South Korea were among the first countries outside of
China to be affected by the outbreak. Contrary to China’s draconian
measures, the mass quarantines in wide parts of Europe and in
major US cities, regular life continued in Japan for a large part of the
population. Restaurants stayed open – without a serious
disaster(198). Japan has a very small number of coronavirus
infections – possibly because they did not do much testing.
Now, we know that the number of infections is of no significance.
So let us look at the really important issue, namely the number of
deceased: this, too, is extremely low. Much wrong cannot have been
done in Japan!
In contrast to Japan, South Korea performed more testing than
any other country, but shutdown of public life was also largely
avoided. No cities were cordoned off, nor general curfews imposed.
Public institutions, shops, restaurants and cafés stayed open(199).
South Korea banked on 1) informing the public and 2) testing and
tracing. Mass testing was performed in specially erected drive-

through centres. Radical transparency was ensured by a tracking
app that tagged the whereabouts of the infected persons.
Sweden, Iceland, Hong Kong, South Korea, Japan – all these
examples have confirmed what recognised experts have said all
along: lockdowns are not necessary. They cause massive social and
economic damage that cannot justify any possible benefits. But were
there benefits at all?

Are there benefits of lockdown measures?
At the end of 2019, the WHO published a document describing
various measures to be taken in case of a future pandemic(200). The
major goal would be, as we have heard before, to “flatten the curve”
by reducing the number of new daily infections. A number of
measures were considered “Out” from the very beginning: they were
NOT recommended IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!
Hmm – so how come everything happened as it did? If it had
been possible, would the world have also been put under UV-light
and the humidity raised beyond the tropics?
After telling us what should definitely not be done, the WHO went
on to describe other measures – lockdown etc. – that it deemed
more worthy of recommendation. Hidden in an appendix was,
admittedly, a note that the recommendations had no scientific basis.

Several critical scientists came to the conclusion early on that
lockdown was the wrong path. Among others, Nobel laureate
Professor Michael Levitt spoke out. He considered the lockdown a
“gigantic mistake” and called for more appropriate measures that
should specifically aim to protect the vulnerable groups(201).
Nonetheless, most countries followed the “role model” China.
All of Italy was completely quarantined from March 10 by a stayat-home order. Exceptions applied only in emergencies, for important
work orders and for errands that could not be postponed. 60 million
people were under house arrest and the streets were totally empty
for a whole two months. Other countries like Spain, France, Ireland,
Poland undertook similar action. With what effect? The epidemic is
over, so let us look at the death toll – keeping in mind that the
numbers are grossly inflated because of faulty counting methods and
case definition.
Did fewer people die in countries with lockdown measures?

When we look at the death rates per 1 million inhabitants for some
European countries with lockdown (alphabetically, first 13 columns),
we see that the numbers appear to vary quite considerably. The
median number is around 340 (red bar represents mean with
standard deviation). Realise, however, that this is low in comparison
to something in the order of 10,000 deaths per million that occur
annually in Germany and other European countries. And that the
coronavirus numbers are grossly exaggerated because most derive
from deaths with rather than death from the virus. Divide them by at
least 5 to arrive at realistic numbers. Then, the variations lose
meaning. Respiratory infections caused by many agents similarly
sweep like gusts of wind that blow 20 or 100 of 10,000 leaves from a
tree. Every loss is sad, but most are fateful. Preventive measures
need to be appropriate so as to avoid collateral damage that would
sweep other leaves from the tree.
The press relentlessly emphasized that Sweden would pay a high
price for its liberal path. In actuality, we see that Sweden without
lockdown is not significantly different when compared to countries
with lockdown. South Korea, Japan and Hong Kong as well do not
conspicuously stand out with an exorbitantly high number of so
called “corona deaths”. Quite the contrary is the case.

So what do we see: countries without lockdown measures did not
slide into a catastrophe.

We know that COVID-19 can run a fatal course in elderly patients
with underlying conditions. This leads to the next important question.
Were high-risk groups better protected in countries with lockdown?
The simple answer is, No.
Approximately half of the “coronavirus victims” died in care
facilities and retirement homes, no matter where you look. In
Western countries, these numbers vary from 30% to 60%(202).
Countries with relatively drastic lockdowns like Ireland (60%),
Norway (60%) or France (51%) have no better figures than Sweden
(45%). Nursing homes require specific protection which general
lockdown measures can in no way achieve.
A sensible concept for protection of genuinely vulnerable groups
compliant with ethical rules and regulations(203) would have solved
the problem.
Would immediate suspension of the lockdown have had dire
consequences?
Let us look at the Czech Republic. From March 16, curfews were
instated, citizens were only allowed to go to work, to go grocery
shopping, to see a doctor or to go for walks in public parks. Like
everywhere, the lockdown could not prevent the increase in
infections. By court decision, the measures had to be rescinded on
April 24. Was there a new wave of new infections and deadly
casualties? Oh – it really seems so! Is the Czech Republic
experiencing the much-feared second wave of COVID-19 infections
– a scenario feared all across the continent? Of course not! The
number of tests has been increased(204).
These data just illustrate how irrelevant and misleading the
numbers of false-positive “new cases” are when the virus is more or
less gone. This is confirmed by looking at the number of daily
deaths. With a corresponding delay due to the incubation period,
there should be a significant increase in the middle of July

(rectangle). But the numbers kept sinking and the epidemic in the
country was over as well (Worldometers, July 2020).

This scenario of another “wave of infections” is typical for many
countries. It is often misused to maintain fear in the population and to
prolong senseless measures(205).
In fact, the epidemic followed essentially the same course all over
Europe. The effects of the lockdown were exclusively negative.
In a few countries such as Israel, there currently seems to be a
second increase in the number of daily deaths. Media revel in
spreading news of the dreaded second wave. But do not be fooled.

Look closely and inform yourself. Numbers must always be set in
relation – to the number of residents, number of PCR tests, average
number of total deaths. If the number of people who die with a
positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR test is small, as in Israel, perfectly
irrelevant increases (e.g. from 2 to 6) can be turned into sensational
news: the death toll has tripled! Interestingly, at the height of the
COVID-19 epidemic in March, Israel’s overall deaths per month
dropped to the lowest rate in four years. So there was never even a
first “COVID-19 wave”. In July, the number of so-called “COVID-19
deaths” per 1 million population was not even half as high as in
Germany (Worldometers, July 2020).

So which measures would have actually been correct?
Simple: a resolute protection of the vulnerable groups, especially
those in nursing and care facilities. Period.
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Is vaccination the universal
remedy?
“There can be no return to normality until we have a vaccine,”
declares Michael Kretschmer, Minister-President of Saxony(206).
More and more voices were raised that we needed a vaccine
before we could return to normal life.
At the beginning of June, the German Federal Ministry of Finance
issued a plan to boost the economy: Item 53: “The coronavirus
pandemic ends when a vaccine is available”(207)! This is hysterical!
Since when can a government decide how and when a pandemic
ends?
On Easter Sunday, Bill Gates was allotted ten minutes prime time
to address the German nation on television(208).
Ingo Zamperoni (TV host): “It is becoming increasingly clear that
we can only get a grip on this pandemic if we develop a vaccine.”
Bill Gates: “We will ultimately administer this newly developed
vaccine to 7 billion people, so we cannot afford problems with
adverse side effects. However, we will make the decision to use the
vaccine on a smaller data basis than usual. This will enable rapid
progress to be made.”
Rapid progress on a small data basis? Is this the right way to fight
a disease with relative low fatality rate?
Remarkably, start-up financing for the global search for a
coronavirus vaccine was accomplished at the beginning of May by
sleight of hand. The EU collected almost 7.5 billion euro with their
donor conference. Germany and France pledged a large portion. A

special programme was launched by our government to serve this
purpose. The plan is to contribute 750 million euro toward the
development of a vaccine.
But does vaccination really make sense? How vulnerable are we
towards the virus? How many lives are threatened that need to be
protected?

On the question of immunity against COVID-19
A short excursion into the field of immunology.
What does immunity against coronaviruses depend on?
The coronavirus binds via protein projections (so-called spikes) that
recognise specific molecules (receptors) on our cell. This can be
likened to virus hands grasping the handles of doors that then open
to allow entry. After multiplication, viral progenies are released and
can infect other cells.
Immunity against coronaviruses rests on two pillars: 1)
antibodies, 2) specialised cells of our immune system, the so-called
helper lymphocytes and killer lymphocytes.

When a new virus enters the body and causes illness, the
immune system responds by mobilising these arms of defence. Both
are trained to specifically recognise the invading virus, and both are
endowed with the gift of long-term memory. Upon re-invasion by the

virus, they are recruited to the new battle sites, their prowess
bolstered through their previous encounter with the sparring partner.
Many different antibodies are generated, each specifically
recognising a tiny part of the virus. Note that only the antibodies that
bind the “hands” of the virus are protective because they can stop
the virus from gripping the handles of the door (step 1). Classical
viral vaccines are designed to make our immune system produce
such antibodies. It is believed that an individual will thus become
immune to the virus.
Three points require emphasis.
1. If you are tested for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies and nothing is
found this does not mean that you were not infected. Severe
symptoms often correlate with high production of antibodies,
mild symptoms only lead to low antibody levels and many
asymptomatic infections probably occur without any antibody
production.
2. If antibodies are found this does not mean that you are
immune. Current immunological tests cannot selectively detect
protective antibodies directed against the “hands” of the virus.
Other antibodies show up at the same time. Testing cannot
give any reliable information on the “immune status” of an
individual and, as will follow next, is essentially useless.
3. The outcome of an encounter between “protective” antibodies
and the virus is not “black or white”, not a “now or never”.
Numbers are important. A wall of protecting antibodies may
ward off a small attack – for instance when someone coughs
at a distance. The attack intensifies as the person comes
closer. The scales begin to tip. Some viruses may now
overcome the barrier and make it into the cells. If the cough
comes from close quarters, the battle becomes one-sided and
ends in a quick victory for the virus.
So even if vaccination is “successful”, meaning that production of
protective antibodies has taken place, it does not guarantee
immunity. To worsen matters, antibody production spontaneously

wanes after just a few months. Protection, if any at all, is at best
short-lived.
The idea of a personal “Immune Status” document is scientifically
unsound.
What happens after the virus enters the cell? Experiments
conducted on mice have examined this in detail for SARS-CoV, the
original SARS virus and close relative of the present SARS-CoV-2. It
was demonstrated that the second arm of the immune system
comes into play. Lymphocytes arrive on the scene. A coordinated
series of events takes place during which helper cells explode into
action and activate their partners, the killer lymphocytes(209). These
seek out the cells that contain the virus and kill them. The factory is
destroyed – the fire is extinguished.
Cough and fever go away.
How can killer lymphocytes know which cells to attack? Put in
simple words: imagine an infected cell to be a factory that produces
and assembles the virus parts. Bits and pieces that are not
assembled into the viruses become waste products that the cell
removes in an ingenious way: it transports them out and puts them in
front of the door. The patrolling killer cells see the trash and move in
for the kill (step 2).
This second arm of our immune system is seldom talked about,
but it is probably actually all-important – much more so than the
antibodies that represent a rather shaky first line of defence. Most
importantly, waste products derived from different coronaviruses
share similarities. Killer lymphocytes recognising the waste of one
virus can therefore be expected to recognise at least some of the
waste of others.
Would this imply cross-immunity?
Yes. Coronavirus mutations take place in very small steps. Protective
antibodies and lymphocytes against type A will therefore also be
quite effective against progeny Aa. If B comes to visit, you get

another cold and cough, but then your immune status broadens to
cover A, Aa, B and Bb.
The scope of immunity expands with each new infection. And
lymphocytes can remember.
Who does not recall their child’s first year in kindergarten? Oh no,
not again, here comes the umpteenth cold with runny nose, cough
and fever. The child is ill all through the long winter! Luckily, it gets
better the second year and the third will be weathered with maybe
just one or two colds. By the time school starts, the operational base
for combating the viruses has grown rock solid.
So what does “Immunity against coronavirus” really mean?
Does “immune” mean that we do not get infected at all?
No. It means we don’t fall seriously ill.
And not getting sick does not rest solely on prevention of infection
by antibodies, but more on “putting out the fire”. When a new variant
appears, many people may get infected but because the fires are
quickly extinguished, they will not fall seriously ill. The relative few
who fare worse do so because the balance between attack and
defence is heavily in favour of the virus. But in the absence of preexisting illness, the scales tip back again. The virus will be
overcome. As a rule, it is only for people with pre-existing conditions
that the virus may become the last straw that breaks the proverbial
camel’s back.
This is why coronavirus infections run a mild or even symptomfree course and why an epidemic with any “new” virus is never
followed by a second, more serious, wave.
Why do annual coronavirus epidemics end in summer? Well, just
one speculation. Over 50% of the northern European population
becomes vitamin D-deficient in the dark winter months. Possibly,
replenishment of vitamin D stores by sunshine and the shift of
activities to outdoors are simple important reasons.
What happens to the virus after an epidemic? It joins its relatives
and circulates with them in the population. Infections continue to
occur but most go unnoticed because of the vitalised immune

system. Once in a while, someone will get his summer flu. But such
is life.
Can a similar pattern be expected with SARS-CoV-2?
The authors believe that is exactly what we have witnessed. 85–90%
of the SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals did not fall ill. Most probably,
their lymphocytes extinguished the fires in time to limit viral
production. Put very simply: the virus was a new variant and able to
infect almost anyone. But immunity was already widespread due to
the presence of lymphocytes that cross-recognised the virus.
Does proof exist that lymphocytes from unexposed individuals crossrecognise SARS-CoV-2?
Yes. In a recent German study, lymphocytes from 185 blood samples
obtained between 2007 and 2019 were examined for crossrecognition of SARS-CoV-2. Positive results were found in no less
than 70–80%, and this applied to both helper and killer
lymphocytes(210). A US study with lymphocytes from 20 unexposed
donors similarly reported the presence of lymphocytes that were
cross-reactive with the new virus(211). In these and another Swedish
study it was also found that even non-symptomatic or mild SARSCoV-2 infections provoked strong T-cell responses(212). We suspect
that these unusually vigorous T-cell responses to a first infection
represent classical booster phenomena occurring in pre-existing
populations of reactive T-lymphocytes.
Could the idea that lymphocytes mediate cross-immunity to SARSCoV-2 be tested?
The concept of lymphocyte-mediated herd immunity that we present
follows from the integration of latest scientific data(209–212) into the
established context of host immunity to viral infections. The idea can
actually be put to test. Thus, in a recent study, cynomolgus monkeys
were successfully infected with SARS-CoV-2(213). Although all

animals shed the virus, not a single one fell ill. Minor lesions were
found in the lungs of two animals, attesting to the fact that vigorous
production of the virus had taken place.
In essence, these findings replicated what has been witnessed in
healthy humans. Repetition of the monkey experiment in animals
depleted of lymphocytes would show whether herd immunity had
indeed derived from the presence of the cells.

To vaccinate or not to vaccinate, that is the question
The development of vaccines against dreaded diseases such as
smallpox, diphtheria, tetanus and poliomyelitis represented turning
points in the history of medicine. Vaccination against a number of
further diseases followed which today belong to the standard
repertoire of preventive medicine. Now, the most pressing issue
arises whether a global vaccination programme is needed to end the
coronavirus crisis. This question is so important that a debate
urgently needs to be conducted to reach a global consensus on
three basic points.
1. When is the development of a vaccine called for? We venture
to answer: when an infection regularly leads to severe illness
and/or serious sequelae in healthy individuals, as is not the
case with SARS-CoV-2.
2. When would mass vaccination not be reasonable? We
propose that mass vaccination is not reasonable if a large part
of the population is already sufficiently protected against lifethreatening disease, as is the case for SARS-CoV-2.
3. When will vaccination likely be unsuccessful? We predict that
vaccination will fail when a virus co-existing worldwide with
man and animals continuously undergoes mutational change,
and when individuals become exposed to high doses of virus
during spread of the infection.
In the authors’ view, a global vaccination programme thus makes no
sense. The risks far outweigh any possible benefit right from the

start.
Experts around the world express their concerns and warn of
rushed
COVID-19
vaccines
without
sufficient
safety
guarantees(214,215).
Yet, researchers are currently working on more than 150 COVID19 vaccine candidates(216), with some already in advanced clinical
trials. The aim of most vaccines is to achieve high levels of
neutralising antibodies against the binding spike proteins of the virus
and cellular responses(217,218). Four major strategies are being
followed.
1. Inactivated or attenuated whole virus vaccines. Inactivated
vaccines require production of large quantities of the virus,
which need to be grown in chicken eggs or in immortalised cell
lines. There is always the risk that a virus batch will contain
dangerous contaminants and produce severe side effects.
Moreover, the possibility exists that vaccination may actually
worsen the course of subsequent infection(219), as has been
observed in the past with inactivated measles and respiratory
syncytial virus vaccine(220,221).
Attenuated vaccines contain replicating viruses that have lost
their ability to cause disease. The classic example was the
oral polio vaccine that was in use for decades before tragic
outbreaks of polio occurred in Africa that were found to be
caused not by wild virus, but by the oral vaccine(222).
2. Protein vaccines. These will contain the virus spike protein or
fragments thereof. Supplementation with immune stimulators,
adjuvants that may cause serious side-effects, is always
necessary(217).
3. Viral vectors as gene-based vaccines. The principle here is
to integrate the relevant coronavirus gene into the gene of a
carrier virus (e.g. adenovirus) that infects our cells(217).
Replication-defective vectors are unable to amplify their
genome and will deliver just one copy of the vaccine gene into
the cell. To bolster effectiveness, attempts have been made to

create replication-competent vaccines. This was undertaken
with the Ebola vaccine rVSV-ZEBOV. However, viral
multiplication caused severe side effects in at least 20% of the
vaccinated, including rash, vasculitis, dermatitis and arthralgia.
4. Gene-based vaccines. In these cases, the viral gene is
delivered to the cell either as DNA inserted into a plasmid or
as mRNA that is directly translated into protein following cell
uptake.
A great potential danger of DNA-based vaccines is the
integration of plasmid DNA into the cell genome(223).
Insertional mutagenesis occurs rarely but can become a
realistic danger when the number of events is very large, i.e.
as in mass vaccination of a population. If insertion occurs in
cells of the reproductive system, the altered genetic
information will be transmitted from mother to child. Other
dangers of DNA vaccines are production of anti-DNA
antibodies and autoimmune reactions(224).
Safety concerns linked to mRNA vaccines include systemic
inflammation and potential toxic effects(225).
A further immense danger looms that applies equally to
mRNA-based coronavirus vaccines. At some time during or
after production of the viral spike, waste products of the
protein must be expected to become exposed on the surface
of targeted cells. The majority of healthy individuals have killer
lymphocytes that recognise these viral products(210,211). It is
inevitable that autoimmune attacks will be mounted against
the cells. Where, when, and with which effects this might occur
is entirely unknown. But the prospects are simply terrifying.
Yet, hundreds of volunteers who were never informed of these
unavoidable risks have already received injections of DNA and
mRNA vaccines encoding the spike protein of the virus, and many
more are soon to follow. No gene-based vaccine has even received
approval for human use, and the present coronavirus vaccines have
not undergone preclinical testing as normally required by
international regulations. Germany, a country whose populace widely

rejects genetic manipulation of food and opposes animal
experiments, now stands at the forefront of these genetic
experiments on humans. Laws and safety regulations have been
bypassed in a manner that would, under normal circumstances,
never be possible. Is this perhaps why the government still declares
an “epidemic situation of national concern” to exist – in the absence
of serious new infections? For then the new German Infection
Protection Act empowers the government to make exceptions to the
provisions of the Medicinal Products Act, the medical device
regulations, and regulations on occupational safety and health. And
this has given the green light to the fast-track vaccine development
project.
But the authors wonder whether the Infection Protection Act can
go so far as to permit genetic experiments to be conducted on
humans who have not been informed of the potential dangers.

Pandemic or no pandemic – the role of the WHO
Actually, have we not had a lighter version of pandemic-driven
vaccination hype before?
Exactly the same thing happened with the “swine flu” in 2009.
Everyone was told that a vaccine was desperately needed to stop
the deadly pandemic. Vaccines were then produced at miraculous
speed – and sold en masse to states around the world.
Prior to 2009, a pandemic required three criteria to be met(226):
The pathogen must be new
The pathogen must spread and cross continents rapidly
The pathogen must generally cause serious and often fatal
disease
The swine flu turned out to meet the first two criteria, but not the
third. Because the call to declare a pandemic was very pressing,
especially from the pharmaceutical industry, major financers of the
WHO(227), the WHO cut the Gordian knot with a stroke of genius. A
pandemic, it declared, can take a mild or serious course!

In 2010, the definition of a pandemic was simplified yet further as
“the worldwide spread of a new disease”. Flu and coronaviruses
continuously undergo mutation and it is to be expected that variants
will occasionally emerge that cause somewhat atypical disease that
could then be dubbed as “new”. The swine flu provided the stage for
a first exercise in the employment of panic-making strategy to handle
a pandemic. A typical headline: “Swine flu: the calm before the
storm?”(228) appeared in December of 2009 when it was clear that
virtually no one was ill and the course of the infection had been
milder than previous waves of influenza. Still, virologists warned of
underestimating the “dangerous” virus: “If we look at this virus in an
animal experiment and compare it with preceding viruses, one sees
that the virus is not harmless at all! It is much more dangerous than
the annual H3N2-virus.”
Brilliant. But what does this have to do with human medicine?
Which prominent scientist spread this frightening conclusion with
such conviction? Ah yes, a certain Professor Drosten.
The article continues: When, in the coming Christmas days, the
Germans vigorously intermix their viruses, a second wave seems
inevitable. This could be considerably more severe than the first.
A second wave was predicted, with the medical health system
being hopelessly overwhelmed, says, not Professor Drosten for
once, but Professor Peters from the University of Münster. He feared
that the number of beds in intensive care units would be insufficient.
Moreover, many patients would need artificial respiration. Dramatic
situations could be created in the overwhelmed hospitals.
Are you also having déjà-vu right now?
A nationwide vaccination with the hastily produced and barely
tested H1N1 vaccine was recommended. 60 million doses of
adjuvanted vaccine were purchased for the German population.
Non-adjuvanted vaccine was obtained only for high members of the
government(229).
Again, this all happened when it was clear that the swine flu
pandemic had run a light course. The majority of the public decided
wisely against the senseless vaccination. What was the end of the

story? Trucks loaded with over 50 million expired vaccine doses
were disposed of at the Magdeburg waste-to-energy plant. As was
taxpayer’s money … no, actually not, the money just changed
hands. Estimated profit for the pharmaceutical industry: 18 billion US
dollars(230).
Actually, that was not quite the end of the fiasco. Almost forgotten
today is that one adjuvanted swine flu vaccine caused side effects
that ruined thousands of lives(231,232). The side effects were caused
because antibodies against the virus cross-reacted with a target in
the brains of the victims. The damage was the result of a classic
antibody-driven autoimmune disease. The side-effect was relatively
rare. The incidence was probably something in the order of 1 in
10,000, but the outcome was tragic because so many millions
received the vaccine, essentially for nothing, since the infection
generally ran a mild course. In retrospect, the risk-benefit ratio of
swine flu vaccination must be admitted to have been disastrous. This
is what happens when mass vaccination is undertaken without need.
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Failure of the public media
It’s easier to fool people than to convince them that they have
been fooled. (MARK TWAIN)
In a working democracy, the media should provide the public with
truthful news, foster opinion formation through critique and
discussion, and oversee the action of the government as the “fourth
public authority” with impartiality and autonomy. What we have
experienced during the coronavirus pandemic is just the
opposite(233).
All public broadcasters became servile mouthpieces of the
government. The press was no better. Regard for the truth,
protection of human dignity, service to the public – the Press Codex
disappeared from the scene. Worldwide.

Where was truthful information to be found?
And where were critical discussions of any information?
We were presented with disturbing pictures and frightening
numbers – morning, noon and night. Someone was always issuing a
warning somewhere – Drosten, Wieler, Spahn, Merkel. No one in the
media ever critically questioned these warnings or investigated their
truth.
Scaring the population seemed to be the sole agenda(234).
Reports on millions of fatal casualties were presented without
mention that they were based on model calculations. No mention

was made that Ferguson, the producer of these numbers, had
always been completely wrong in his numerous doom-forecasting
predictions.
At the same time, the media abstained from questioning how the
RKI numbers were compiled, what they meant and what could, or
rather could not, be gathered from them. Instead, the figures were
uncritically accepted and used to unsettle the public.

Where was the open discussion?
It could hardly have been more monotonous. Always the same
“experts” – of which there were apparently only two in Germany.
Why was there never a discussion between the government advisers
and the critics like Dr Wolfgang Wodarg, a lung specialist and board
member of the anti-corruption organisation “Transparency
International” Germany? An open and objective exchange: Drosten
and Wieler and Bhakdi and Wodarg together at a round-table talk.
Well, it did not hinge on Bhakdi or Wodarg or many other critics of
the government course. It was simply not wanted by the government.
There was much talk about how the Swedish way without
lockdown was being criticised by Swedish experts. That the German
way was also massively criticised by many knowledgeable citizens in
their own country was never a subject of discussion.
Besides Wodarg, the immunologist and toxicologist Professor
Stefan Hockertz pointed out early on that the seriousness of SARSCoV-2 should be assessed similar to that of the common flu viruses,
and that the implemented measures were completely exaggerated.
Also involved was Christof Kuhbandner, a professor of psychology,
who reiterated several times that there was no scientific basis for
these measures(235). How could he know, people asked? The
interesting thing is that any observant person with a fundamental
understanding of number theory can take the time to analyse the
statistics and come to the same conclusion. There are topics that
span across multiple disciplines. Dr Bodo Schiffmann, an ear-noseand throat specialist from Sinsheim, did the job that the journalists

should have done. Almost daily he posted videos on his YouTube
channel with indefatigable energy and persistence to inform the
public on the latest developments and to explain the numbers and
why they were wrong.
The critical voices in this country were not alone, there were
many others worldwide(236,237). Was the public notified? It seemed to
have been an easy and successful strategy to simply not report
these things; but such a stratagem should have no place in an
enlightened democratic state.
This synchronised “system journalism” was obviously apparent to
experts. Professor Otfried Jarren voiced his criticism in the
Deutschlandfunk(238). “For weeks now, the same male and female
experts and politicians make their appearance and are presented as
the “crisis managers”. But nobody asks who has which expertise and
who appears in which role. Furthermore, there are no debates
among these experts, but only individual statements.”

The numbers game
You can do a lot with numbers. Above all, you can make people
afraid.
Example 1: infection rate. The infection rate was continuously
increasing, soon our health care system would collapse – what they
didn’t say was that the number of recovered people was also
continuously increasing and that there were no grounds for such an
assumption. That remained a secret.
Example 2: mortality rate. “The US had the highest number of
deaths worldwide.” On May 28, the nightly news reports showed
images of the deceased: “They all died from COVID-19. With more
than 100,000 deaths, the US is mourning the highest number of
victims worldwide.” Now we know that a big fraction of these poor
people did not die from COVID-19, but rather from the measures
taken against COVID-19.
Also, the US is the third largest country in the world. So perhaps it
would make more sense to look at the number of deaths per 100,000

inhabitants? This number was relatively low – very much below the
numbers from Spain or Italy. Was that not worth mentioning?
Furthermore, a good journalist could also point out that the “number
of deaths” is not an absolute value, not the least because the
counting methods are different for every country.
The country with the highest mortality rate per 100,000 citizens
was Belgium. The numbers were much higher than in Spain or Italy.
Was the situation there really so dramatic? No. As already shown,
the basic problem related to the method of counting(45). If such facts
are not reported by the media, then of course the numbers cannot be
correctly assessed.

Defamation and discrediting
When critical voices were heard, immediate action was taken to
silence them by defamation. The lung specialist Wolfgang Wodarg
was the first to raise his voice. The defamation campaign that
followed was unparalleled.
As soon as we had published our first YouTube videos warning
about the excessive measures and pointed out that Italy might have
other aggravating factors, e.g. the high levels of air pollution), there
was the first “facts-check”. Under the headline “Why Sucharit
Bhakdi’s numbers are wrong”, an article was quickly put into the
“ZDF Mediathek”. Nils Metzger supposedly gets to the bottom if
this(239): “Biology professor downplays coronavirus danger”. A good
starting point since the title immediately suggested that we were not
dealing with a medical doctor who had seen countless patients and
was a specialist in infection epidemiology, but with a biologist. And at
some point the classic situation whereby things are put into your
mouth that you have never said – just to discredit you. Metzger: “To
present the factor air pollution as the sole trigger for the crisis – as
Sucharit Bhakdi did in his video – is unscientific.” Naturally it was
never once claimed anywhere that the high number of victims was
solely due to air pollution, because that would indeed have been
unscientific. This statement was a blatant lie. But ARD/ZDF believers

would hardly have made the effort to check the “real” facts.
Unfortunately, there are still a lot of people who think that things
must be true when they are reported by the public broadcasters.
Sadly, that is not the case.

Censorship of opinions
Article 5 of the German constitution:
Article 5 [Freedom of expression]
(1) Every person shall have the right freely to express and
disseminate his opinions in speech, writing, and pictures and to
inform himself without hindrance from generally accessible sources.
Freedom of the press and freedom of reporting by means of
broadcasts and films shall be guaranteed. There shall be no
censorship.
There is no place for critical opinions in either the public press or the
public broadcasts. The only alternative was by means of the social
media, where the public could be informed via YouTube videos. But
even here, freedom of expression is merely lip service. You can find
quite a few videos that get away unpunished even though they
promote lies, hate and agitation. YouTube apparently has no
problem with those. However, an interview with the Austrian TV
station Servus TV about coronavirus was deleted. This happened to
a lot of videos that were critically involved in this topic. Susan
Wojcicki, CEO of YouTube, said during an interview(240): “Everything
that violates the recommendations of the WHO would constitute a
breach against our guidelines. Therefore, deletion is another
important part of our guidelines.” The WHO that was responsible for
the fake swine flu pandemic in 2009; The WHO that overestimated
the COVID-19 mortality on a large scale, and drove the world into a
crisis with this and other misjudgements? This same WHO that now
sets the standard on what can be said?
WhatsApp reacted as well. The forward function was restricted in
order to contain the distribution of Fake News during the coronavirus

crisis. But who exactly determines if news is fake? What if our own
government distributes Fake News? On March 14, the Ministry of
Health warned via Twitter:
Attention FAKE NEWS! It is claimed and rapidly distributed that the Federal
Ministry of Health/Federal government will soon announce further massive
restrictions to public life. This is NOT true!

Two days later, on March 16, further massive restrictions to public
life were announced.
The English Professor John Oxford, one of the best-known
virologists worldwide, said the following about the coronavirus
crisis(241): “Personally, I would say the best advice is to spend less
time watching TV news which is sensational and not very good.
Personally, I view this COVID outbreak as akin to a bad winter
influenza epidemic. We are suffering from a media epidemic!”

The German “good citizen” and the failure of politics
It is easier to believe a lie that you have heard a thousand times
than to believe a truth that you have only heard once (ABRAHAM
LINCOLN)
We had a division within the country once before – during the
refugee issue. The opinions varied widely and there was talk about
“good citizens”, the do-gooders and “angry citizens”, the not so dogooders.
This time it is a lot worse. Friendships break apart. People face
each other with irreconcilable differences. They talk about each
other, against each other – but not with each other. Some are driven
by worries about collateral damages; others see themselves as
advocates for the rights of the elderly who are to be sacrificed for the
economy.
Here is a commentary from a local paper after Chancellor Angela
Merkel addressed the nation with the decision to extend the
lockdown:

“I was very relieved. Relieved, that we apparently did everything
right with our social distancing, our sacrifice by not meeting friends
or visiting family and all of that. I was very relieved that we will
continue this in the future”. Sadly, this is not an individual opinion.
The media epidemic claimed a lot of victims.
Eminent psychologist, Professor Gerd Gigerenzer, addressed this
issue(234):
“It is easy to trigger a fear of shock risks in people. These are
situations where a lot of people die suddenly in a very short time.
This new coronavirus could be such a shock risk, just the same as
plane crashes, acts of terror or other pandemics. If, however, deaths
are spread out over a year, it hardly scares us even if the number is
significantly higher.”
Indeed. Without any measures having had any effect at all and at
the end of the epidemic, we are looking at far fewer than 10,000 so
called “coronavirus deaths” in Germany (Worldometers, July 2020).
In Germany, approximately 950,000 people die each year. Of
those, more than a third (350,000) die of cardiovascular diseases
and 230,000 of cancer(242).
Many of these 950,000 deaths could be prevented by information
and education, starting in schools and continuing for the general
public, about the importance of exercise and healthy diets, about the
dangers of obesity and many other issues. We could prevent
thousands of deaths each year. And we might also have fewer
deaths from respiratory diseases, whereby a small virus would not
break the camel’s back, because that back would not be strained to
the breaking point. This applies not only to the coronaviruses but to
many other viruses and bacteria that have always done that and will
continue to do so in the future.

Why did our politicians fail?
After he had understood everything, a colleague exclaimed: “But
how can that be? It either means that our government and their
advisers are completely ignorant or incompetent – or, if they are not,

there MUST be some kind of intention behind it. How else can you
possibly explain all this?”
Helmut Schmidt, Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany
from 1974 to 1982, was one of the last German politicians with class.
He once said: “The stupidity of governments should never be
underestimated.” He was right, of course, but THIS stupid? Really?
One cannot and does not want to believe that. Therefore, that only
leaves the second question – what is the intention behind all of this?
And now politicians are wondering why “conspiracy theorists” are
springing up like mushrooms. Why did our government ignore other
opinions and make decisions haphazardly and without a solid basis?
Why did our government not act in the general interest and for the
good of the German people?
According to Johann Giesecke, politicians wanted to use the
pandemic to advance their own positions and were perfectly willing
to implement measures that were not scientifically substantiated(196).
“Politicians want to demonstrate their capacity to act, the capacity for
decision making and most of all their strength. My best example for
this is that in Asian countries the sidewalks are sprayed with
chlorine. This is completely useless but it shows that the state and
the authorities are doing something, and that is very important to
politicians.” There are some indications from Austria that he could be
right in this:
During their crisis management, the Austrian government did not
trust in the expertise of their own advisers. An interview transcript
later revealed that Chancellor Sebastian Kurz was counting on fears
rather than explanations when implementing the rigid measures,
which made it easier to get the public to accept social and economic
impositions(243).
The strategy document of the German Ministry of the Interior
reveals that the same agenda had been premeditated in this
country(154).
Why was there so little criticism of the government’s course from the
economy?

The stock market professional, Dirk Müller, gave a persuasive
explanation why the pandemic was a blessing for many(244): in short,
because it is always the same story: Big companies win, small ones
lose. Big corporations will survive while many small and midsize
companies as well as private businesses will perish. Finance
professor, Stefan Homburg, called it “the largest redistribution of
wealth in peacetime”. The loser would be the taxpayer(245).
Why was there so little criticism from the scientists’ ranks?
Let’s not be naïve. Science is just as corrupt as politics. The
European Union provided 10 million euro for research on the novel
coronavirus. Every Tom, Dick and Harry who wanted to research this
virus could apply for financing. So very soon now we will have a lot
of, possibly useless, information about SARS-CoV-2 and under
these circumstances it is not exactly helpful to point out the relative
harmlessness of the virus.
Conclusions:
the government is committed to serving the good of the citizens
the opposition is committed to oversee government action
the press is committed to inform the public by critical and truthful
reporting
those in the know (in this case physicians and scientists) are
obligated to raise their voice and demand evidence-based
decisions
Every citizen who did not attend to his duties is an accomplice to the
collateral damage of the coronavirus crisis.
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Quo vadis?
You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the
people all the time, but you cannot fool all the people all the time
(ABRAHAM LINCOLN)
The relevant authorities, our politicians and their advisers played
truly inglorious roles in the handling of new and supposedly
dangerous infections of the last decades, from BSE, swine flu, EHEC
to COVID-19. At no point did they learn from their mistakes, and this
diminishes the hope that it will be any different in the future. On the
contrary! While we “only” redistributed taxpayers’ money to the
pharmaceutical industry during the swine flu, this time livelihoods
were destroyed, the constitution was trampled on and the population
basically deprived of their fundamental rights: freedom of speech
and opinion, freedom of movement, freedom of relocation, freedom
of assembly, freedom of actively practicing your religion, freedom to
practice your occupation and make a living.
Anchored in the constitution is the principle of proportionality: the
State’s interference with basic rights must be appropriate to reach
the aspired goal. And last but not least: the dignity of mankind must
never be violated.
This ceased to be the case, to the detriment of democracy and
civilisation.
It has been almost 90 years since the time in Germany when
critical and free journalism was abolished and the media transformed
into the extended arm of the state.

It has been almost 90 years since the time when freedom was
abolished and opinions of the public were forced into the political
line.
It has been almost 90 years since the last media-driven mass
hysteria.
If we have learned just one thing from the darkest times of our
German history, then surely this: We must never again be indifferent
and look the other way. Especially not when the government
suspends our fundamental democratic rights. This time, it was only a
virus that knocked on our door, but look what we had to go through
as a consequence:
Media-fuelled mass hysteria
Arbitrary political decisions
Massive restrictions of fundamental rights
Censorship of freedom of expression
Enforced conformity of the media
Defamation of dissidents (the differently minded)
Denunciation
Dangerous human experiments
If that does not remind you of a dictatorship then you must have
been sound asleep during your history lessons. The things that
remain with us are deep concern and fear. Because so many
intelligent and educated people became like lemmings within a short
three months, willing to obey the demands and commands of the
world elite.
The renowned virologist Pablo Goldschmidt said(246): “We are all
locked up. In Nice there are drones that impose fines on people.
How far has this monitoring gotten? You have to read Hannah
Arendt and look very closely at the origins of totalitarianism at that
time. If you scare the population, you can do anything with it.”
Apparently, he is right. One thing is clear: there are many things
that should be worked through and we should all insist upon this
happening. The coronaviruses have retreated for this season, the

issue is disappearing from the headlines and from the public sphere
– and soon it will be gone from peoples’ memories.
If we, the people, do not demand that all transgressions of the
coronavirus politics are addressed, then those in power will be able
to cover it all with a cloak of concealment.
There is always the chance of some other threat knocking on our
door. The only positive thing that has come from this is that very
many people in our country have woken up. Many have realised that
the mainstream media and politicians can agree to support each
other on things that are not good – and even evil. One can only hope
that the admonishing voices of reason will in future not be silenced
by the dark forces on this earth.
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A farewell
Respiratory viruses are a major cause of mortality worldwide, with an
estimated 2–3 million deaths annually. Many viruses including
influenza A viruses, rhinoviruses, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV),
parainfluenza viruses, adenoviruses and coronaviruses are
responsible. Now, a new member has joined the list. As with the
others, the SARS-CoV-2 virus particularly endangers the elderly with
serious pre-existing conditions. Depending on the country and
region, 0.02 to 0.4% of these infections are fatal, which is
comparable to a seasonal flu. SARS-CoV-2 therefore must not be
assigned any special significance as a respiratory pathogen.
The SARS-CoV-2 outbreak was never an epidemic of national
concern. Implementing the exceptional regulations of the Infection
Protection Act were and still are unfounded. In mid-April 2020, it was
entirely evident that the epidemic was coming to an end and that the
inappropriate preventive measures were causing irreparable
collateral damage in all walks of life. Yet, the government continues
its destructive crusade against the spook virus, thereby utterly
disregarding the fundaments of true democracy.
And as you read these lines, human experiments are underway
with gene-based vaccines whose ominous dangers have never been
revealed to the thousands of unknowing volunteers.
We are bearing witness to the downfall and destruction of our
heritage, to the end of the age of enlightenment.
May this little book awaken homo sapiens of this earth to rise and
live up to their name. And put an end to this senseless selfdestruction.
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